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Many fishes, both freshwater or marine, have colour vision that may outperform humans. As a
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result, to understand the behavioural tasks that vision enables; including mate choice, feeding,
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agonistic behaviour and camouflage, we need to see the world through a fish's eye. This
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tion to metres at most and in many instances, less than a metre. We also need to characterize
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thing closer to sensible hypotheses. This contribution to the special edition on the Ecology of

vision. As well as rapid loss of light with depth, light attenuation underwater limits visual interacvisual sensitivities, fish colours and behaviours relative to both these factors. An increasingly
large set of techniques over the past few years, including improved photography, submersible
spectrophotometers and genetic sequencing, have taken us from intelligent guesswork to someFish Senses under a shifting environment first reviews our knowledge of fish colour vision and
visual ecology, past, present and very recent, and then goes on to examine how climate change
may impinge on fish visual capability. The review is limited to mostly colour vision and to mostly
reef fishes. This ignores a large body of work, both from other marine environments and freshwater systems, but the reef contains examples of many of the challenges to vision from the
aquatic environment. It is also a concentrate of life, perhaps the most specious and complex on
earth, suffering now catastrophically from the consequences of our lack of action on climate
change. A clear course of action to prevent destruction of this habitat is the need to spend more
time in it, in the study of it and sharing it with those not fortunate enough to see coral reefs
first-hand.
Sir David Attenborough on The Great Barrier Reef: “Do we really care so little about the Earth
upon which we live that we don't wish to protect one of its greatest wonders from the consequences of our behaviours?”
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1 | I N T RO D UC T I O N

into it as into the flames of an open fire or the rushing waters of a
torrent. All conscious thought is happily lost in this state of appar-

Towards the end of his life Conrad Lorenz, one of the founders of

ent vacancy, and yet, in these hours of idleness, one learns essential

ethology, had a large marine aquarium installed at his house in Aus-

truths about the macrocosm and the microcosm. If I cast into one

tria. Lorenz, most famous for his work on imprinting in geese, was

side of the balance all that I have learned from the books of the

also a great observer and careful analyst of underwater life. He

library and into the other everything that I have gleaned from the

would spend hours just watching life in aquaria and making notes.

“books in the running brooks” how surely would the latter turn the

He wrote, “A man can sit for hours before an aquarium and stare

scales.” (Lorenz, 1961).
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While some of the aquaria he kept were fresh water, his attention

et al., 2015 for commentary on this). However, where we can combine

was drawn to reef fishes, their colours and the behavioural meaning

all the knowledge areas, we can get much closer to understanding the

of their colour diversity (Lorenz, 1962). His conclusion was that reef-

language of colour as Lorenz (1961) imagined King Solomon might

fish colours have evolved to enable species in this close community to

have done. This review examines some of the tasks that have driven

sort out what to do with who and when. This idea remains the best

the evolution of colour and colour vision in reef fishes. In the theme

explanation we have of why reef fishes are so diverse and brightly

of this special edition, it also looks at how disturbances to the aquatic

coloured and is rooted in the fact that the reef is very different to ter-

world from man-made sources may be affecting some of these tasks

restrial environments, such as forests, where colour is also important.

and behaviours. The diversity of fishes has forced us to concentrate

As Lorenz (1961) also noted, the astonishing diversity of niches and

on one area, the coral reef, ignoring other marine zones and the fresh-

lifestyles, and suggested that capitalising upon the abundant resources

water fish systems. They also face both similar and different chal-

a reef provides, are what make this environment so unusual and drive

lenges in their visual environment through climate change and other

the need for colour variety: “There is, in all the world, no other biotype

contributions in this special edition detail some of that change.

which has produced in so short a time,…, in so closely allied groups of
animals, an equal number of extremely specialized forms.”

An unfortunate compounding change in recent years is that few
people, even few naturalists, exist now with the patience, time or

Having a colour code or banner to wave to advertise presence,

indeed the funding to allow them to “learn the essential truths” Lorenz

identity and sex, allows rapid decision making, resolves potential terri-

(1961) found. If we are to solve some of the problems that this review

torial or other conflict fast and ultimately preserves species identity

notes, and understand how to preserve reefs into the future, it is

(Seehausen et al., 1997). Lorenz (1962) coined the term “poster-col-

essential that this time is found again. Observational research is no

ours” to describe what appear to be the conspicuous colour codes of

longer fashionable, our electronica-based-attention-span has dropped

the reef (Figures 1–8).

severely (Carr, 2010) and it is so much easier to take a few measure-

Thayer (1909) and Cott (1940), also keen observers of animals,

ments and then model possible outcomes. This is something of which

focussed on the idea that animal colouration was also used as camou-

many visual ecologists are guilty and it is high time to test our possible

flage and surprisingly, this may include what we think of as conspicu-

predictions against real behaviours in the field more often. As a start,

ous colours and patterns (Figures 2 and 3). Camouflage effectiveness

this this review attempts to shed new light by considering a number

is necessarily contingent on the background the animal is against and

of questions, including the following.

to some extent on the visual system of the observer. Types of camou-

Why are the colour vision systems of reef fishes so variable?

flage, such as disruptive or background matching, are examined later

Visual ecology suggests that in certain light habitats or microhabitats,

and have recently been reviewed in some detail (Marshall & Johnsen

visual systems converge on an optimum. This is not as much the case

2011; Merilaita & Ruxton, 2007; Ruxton et al., 2005; Stevens & Meri-

as we once thought, in particular as competing selective pressures

laita, 2009, 2011). It is paramount that studies investigating animal

may exist. We need to consider neutral drift, or simply our ignorance

colours and the backgrounds against which they are viewed are exam-

of their detailed behaviours and resulting visual system requirements,

ined using information on the visual system of the observer. Recently,

as not necessarily mutually exclusive alternatives (Marshall et al.,

this has been made possible using new technologies such as afford-

2015). New genetic evidence suggests reef fishes, like other fishes,

able field spectrophotometers and underwater cameras (Marshall,

may select spectral sensitivities from a repertoire of visual genes

1996, 1998, 2000a, 2000b).

(opsins) and this can occur on a variety of timescales including diurnal,

In some contexts the same colours may be used to communicate and camouflage, either simultaneously over different distances

lifetime and evolutionary. However, it is currently unclear to what
extent this is determined by environment, ontogeny or phylogeny.

underwater or over time. Fishes may change colour, depth or situa-

Over what distance underwater are reef-fish colours designed to

tion on a number of timescales and understanding and quantifying

work? Pattern, rather than particular colours or colour combinations,

this requires both the keen eyes of the ethologist and the techno-

may be more important in some displays. What level of spectral dis-

logical ability to quantify or capture light. Add to this the require-

crimination (just noticeable difference; JND) is needed to solve

ment to also understand the colour vision capability of animals and,

colour-based tasks and more pertinently, what are those tasks in the

where possible, estimate performance through modelling, and the

first place? Most reef fishes appear to be dichromatic or trichromatic,

result is visual ecology, a complex but holistic discipline championed

thus different from freshwater species that tend towards tetrachro-

by (Lythgoe 1968, 1972, 1975, 1979; Lythgoe et al., 1994) through

macy, why? Is this a valid generalisation? Yellow and blue are the best

a particular love of the aquatic environment. The photographic

colours for communication in reef waters as they transmit the furthest

observations of Longley (1914, 1915, 1916) are also of note in this

and provide the greatest chromatic contrast for a variety of visual sys-

context. His observations on reef fishes and others against their

tems. Reef fishes also possess many other body colours, aside from

natural habitat are of the sort we need to recapitulate now, as we

yellow and blue, what drives this diversity? When the visual environ-

change the colour and structure of reef systems through anthropo-

ment changes as a result of man's influence, what effect does this

centric disturbance.

have on visual behaviours such as predation, mate choice and

The push and pull of a mainly ethological approach (also termed

camouflage?

behavioural ecology) and a mainly mechanistic approach (visual ecol-

Two final introductory comments are worthwhile. First, scale or

ogy) has led to some misunderstanding and error, particularly when it

fish size is a factor we tend to forget as in the marine world we are

comes to interpreting mathematical colour space models (see Kemp

relatively large, or at least medium sized, animals. The average length
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FIGURE 1

Reef fishes and their colours shown as spectral reflections, each line approximating in colour to the colour of the fish (Marshall,
2000a): (a) anthias Pseudanthias squamipinnis females; (b) bannerfish Heniochus acuminatus; (c) angelfish Pygoplites diacanthus; (d) parrotfish
Chlororus microrhinos; (e) tuskfish Choerodon fasciatus

of reef fishes is 6 cm (Ackerman & Bellwood, 2000) meaning that

underwater is short compared with life in air, the resolving power of

many interactions and life histories play out on small arenas that go

fish eyes is typically at least 10 times less acute than humans, or

unnoticed to our eyes. Second, in part because visual range

indeed other terrestrial species (Collin & Pettigrew 1989). These two

8
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Examples of fish camouflaged against their reef backgrounds through a number of mechanisms: (a) fusilier Caesio cuning, a blue fish
(yellow tail) photographed at around 10 m against blue water of the edge of reef; (b) scorpaenid Scorpaenopsis oxycephala against red encrusting
sponge; (c) flounder Bothus mancus (probably); (d) frogfish Antennarius maculatus, although apparently conspicuous away from yellow and red
sponges that might provide direct camouflage but as these exist in the habitat, it may still be mistaken for sponge; (e) scorpaenid Scorpaenopsis
oxycephala, as in (b) but with camouflage colours and pattern more typical of general reef benthos. Note nudibranch that seems suitably fooled;
(f ) frogfish Antennarius maculatus, as in (d) but this time among sponges of a completely different colour, providing excellent camouflage. Note
apparent sponge pore markings on fish, camouflage through specific object mimicry; (g) two ghost pipefish Solenostomus cyanopterus, specifically
coloured and shaped like senescent and encrusted algae; (h) harlequin ghost pipefish Solenostomus paradoxus, away from and against (insert) host
crinoid. This species also frequently mimics gorgonians
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factors are essential ingredients in determining the function of fine

quantitative data for these ideas exist (Booth, 1990; Fricke, 1973;

spots and stripes of colour on a fish, especially in the variable eyes of

Fricke & Fricke, 1977; Thresher, 1984).

the various intended beholders and not to the easily distracted human
eye (Cronin et al., 2014, Marshall et al., 2006).

One driver for colour change in reef fishes is to facilitate predation. The superb colour-changing B. ocellatus is a sit-and-wait predator
on reef margins and sandy areas (Ramachandran et al., 1996). A number of reef fishes, including the fang-blennies Plagiotremus spp. and

2 | REEF-FISH COLOURS

dottybacks (Pseudochromidae) change colour through ontogeny or
more rapidly in order to mimic other fishes and gain access to poten-

Although once a hot debate, with the historical guidance of Lorenz

tial prey. We return to these examples later in sections on colour mim-

(1961), Longley (1916), Lythgoe (1979), Thayer (1909) and Cott

icry (Figure 4). Colour change in reef fishes on several time scales is

(1940) and our more recent quantifications (Marshall, 2000a,b; Mar-

more common than we think and deserves more attention. For the

shall et al., 2003a,b), it is now clear that many reef-fish colours may

moment, the factors to remember are that via a number of mecha-

have the dual function of crypsis and communication. This critically

nisms, a single animal possesses the ability to be both cryptic and con-

depends on the behavioural context and the viewers visual ability

spicuous, communicative or covert, in a number of behavioural

(Figures 3, 7 and 8). Colour function may also be under direct beha-

contexts through changing appearance or location and on one or more

vioural control. Like a moth revealing its hind-wing colourful eyespots

timescales.

or a bird fanning out a brilliant tail, reef fishes may appear to change
colour by erecting otherwise hidden fins for a variety of functions
including aposematism and mate choice (Figure 8(g)). Furthermore,

2.2 | Camouflage

neural or hormonally driven colour change through pigment cell (chro-

Reef fishes are also masters of their background, perhaps more so

matophores) modification is found in many reef species and may occur

than any other animal group, as the spectral composition of their habi-

ontogenetically, diurnally or with a rapidity approaching that of a

tat is in one way more highly variable than most others (Figures 2 and

cephalopod (Mäthger et al., 2003).

3). Having said that, the reef substratum in general, corals and algae, is
a spectrally dull yellowish-brown, like a forest floor, a combination of

2.1 | Colour change

brown and chlorophyll-based green (on the reef, from macro and turf-

Colour change is often for communication purposes, male fishes

bright colour are provided by encrusting or by benthic organisms such

becoming more conspicuous through pattern change or intensifying

as sponges, bryozoans or crinoids and also by fishes. Some fishes,

existing colours as they try and attract females or vice versa

notably scorpionfishes (Scorpaenidae) and frogfishes (Antennariidae)

(Thresher, 1984). The paradise whiptail Pentapodus paradiseus

have evolved to camouflage using these apparently brighter colours

(Günther 1859) changes the colour of the blue-yellow bars on its nose

and patterns (Figures 1 and 2).

algae as well as the coral symbionts or zooxanthellae). The patches of

almost continuously (Mäthger et al., 2003), presumably as some form

One problem human observers face is that use of flash-guns and

of conspecific communication. Similar blue and black forehead stripes

video lights often provide a false impression of the colourfulness of

in the reef triggerfish Rhinecanthus aculeatus (L. 1758) also change

the reef. The longer wavelengths of orange and red rapidly fade to

during conspecific interactions (N. J. Marshall, personal observation,

grey with depth or distance as long wavelength illumination is lost

January 2003) but, other than assumed purpose, the details of these

through water absorption (Jerlov, 1976). Many of the colourful reef

rapid chromatic displays remain largely unknown among reef fishes.

photographs we see in books specifically highlight the reds, oranges

Colour change for camouflage is better studied with the tropical

and pinks of encrusting life as they contrast spectacularly with the

flounder Bothus ocellatus (Agassiz 1831) being almost cephalopod-like

blue water. How camouflage and communication have evolved

in its ability to match the substratum it settles on (Figure 2(c); Rama-

against the benthic environment under natural lighting is important to

chandran et al., 1996). In fact, many reef-fish species possess this abil-

keep in mind; a bright-red fish or sponge at 25 m is effectively black.

ity to an extent. For example, species that settle for sleep in coral and

On the other hand, long-wavelength reflecting encrusting organisms

reef structure at night also change colour, almost invariably becoming

are also found in the shallows along with reef animals, including fishes,

pale and blotchy. This colouration change presumably aids camouflage

that seem to attempt a match to the reds or oranges they are pre-

through disruption as discussed below (Figure 5).

sented with (Figure 2).

Reef fishes from several families also show a less reversible colour

Fishes up in the water column environment face a different

change on ontogenetic timescales. This may be either in transition

problem. They have the choice of either trying to match background

from juvenile to adult stage or in examples such as wrasses (Labridae)

water colour, blue or green perhaps, or more reliably, mirroring it

and parrotfishes (Scaridae), to distinguish a terminal male as the fish

(Denton & Nicol, 1965; Johnsen, 2002; Johnsen & Sosik, 2003;

changes sex. A gaudy male parrotfishe leading a harem of drab brown

Marshall & Johnsen, 2011). The more pelagic or reef-edge fishes,

but well camouflaged females is a common reef scene (Crook, 1997a,

the larger ones in particular, are often mirrored while smaller reef

b), but how the males also attain camouflage is discussed below. Col-

fishes appear to try and match background blue-green waters

our changes from juvenile to adulthood may function in part to allow

(Figures 3 and 7).

juveniles to occupy the same reef areas as their adults without engen-

Imagine looking across a reefscape with corals and blue water

dering territorial competition or sexual attention, but relatively little

between branches and plates; an all-blue fish against a blue gap may
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FIGURE 3 Yellow and blue and complex labriform colours to be both conspicuous and camouflaged. (a) the angelfish Pygoplites diacanthus with
(b) spectral reflections of its yellow and blue body colours; (c) spectral reflections of P. diacanthus yellow (
) and blue (
) body colours which
are a close match to background water colour (
) and average coral reef (
). Shaded box encloses the range of most reef fish spectral
sensitivities, outside this range, match is less tight (Marshall, 2000b). (d) the addition of yellow and blue spectra of P. diacanthus, as happens over
distance, is a good match to achromatic grey of recesses and ledges that this species frequents. (e) Wrasse Thalassoma lunare with (f ) spectral
reflections of its pink and blue colours that are highly contrasting close up but (g) when added together (
) also match (h) water background
colour (
) over spectral range of reef fish photoreceptors (shaded box as in (c). (i) Clouds of the damselfish Chromis viridis and Pomacentrus
moluccensis behaviourally sorted against blue water and yellow coral backgrounds, similar in match to their immediate chosen backgrounds.
(j) Disruptive yellow and blue patterning in the angelfish Centropyge bicolor
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achieve effective matching camouflage in this situation (Figures 2–3

properties of water, yellow and blue are a common combination in rel-

and 7; Marshall, 2000a,2003b; Marshall & Johnsen, 2011). It is inter-

atively clear marine waters, such as the reef, while red and green work

esting to ask why there are not more blue birds or terrestrial animals

better for fresh water (Jerlov, 1976; Johnsen, 2012; Mobley, 1994).

that attempt to match the sky seen through tree branches? Most likely

Not surprisingly, it is best to evolve a communication or camouflage

the answer lies in the transparency of intervening air v. blue water

system tailored to the available photons and spectral characteristics of

and the intrusion onto the terrestrial scene of white clouds. On the

the local light environment. This shift is nicely exemplified, even

reef, the background colour of water is a more constant blue-green

within the marine environment, by snapper (Lutjanidae) spectral sensi-

and with the contribution also of water between observer and fish,

tivities which shift from long to shorter wavelengths in species found

camouflaging against and within this background space-light is clearly

close to and away from coastal waters respectively (Lythgoe et al.,

worthwhile. A short swim downwards, however, and the same blue

1994). This study takes into account some reef species. It exemplifies

fish against a yellow-brown coral may be highly conspicuous

how the spectral properties of turbid coastal waters require longer

(Figure 3). This gives reef animals the ability to switch from being seen

sensitivities while clearer, bluer waters on the reef and beyond

and not seen through short relocations. They must be aware of their

encourage shorter wavelength visual systems (Figure 9).
Although a common livery, not all reef fishes are yellow and blue,

backgrounds or, as many do, possess the ability to change colour or

many are coloured red and green, like the harlequin tusk fish Choero-

hide rapidly in the complex reef substrate.

don fasciatus (Günther 1867) and some scarids for example (Figure 1).
Red colours are often associated with deeper reef or shaded habitats

2.3 | Spectral sensitivity, camouflage and
communication in different waters

such as caves or overhangs. Red becomes dark or black and therefore
camouflaging at depth due to rapid spectral attenuation above

One of Lythgoe's (1968, 1972, 1975, 1979) great contributions to

500 nm in marine waters (Figure 2; Jerlov, 1976). Alternatively, red

underwater visual ecology was to compare and quantify fish colours

may also become highly conspicuous against water or coral back-

and fish visual systems in freshwater and marine habitats. Owing to

ground near the surface where there are plenty of photons to reflect

the colour, or

from red colours, at least for short distances (Figure 1(e)). As caves

more accurately

the attenuation–transmission
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Aggressive mimicry on the reef of (a) Fangblenny Aspidontus taeniatus is an excellent mimic of colours (
,
,
) and pattern of
,
,
) (Cheney & Marshall 2009). (b) the dottyback Pseudochromis fuscus can change colour to blend
the cleanerfish Labroides dimidiatus (
in with yellow or brown damselfish (Pomacentridae) host colours to enable it to prey on young as well as probably for defensive camouflage
against reef background (Cortesi et al., 2016a). Histogram shows survival rate of prey damselfish after 24 h of exposure to dottyback of same or
different colour as adult damselfish. When matched there is lower survival rate of prey damsel fish. ( ) Colour mismatched and ( ) Colour matched
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FIGURE 5 (a)–(c) Day and (d)–(f ) night colours of reef fish showing reduction in brightness, increased blotchiness and in (c) and (f ) increase red
colouration to camouflage better against reef at night. (a), (d) Butterflyfish Chaetodon melannotus; (b), (e) bridled monocle bream Scolopsis
bilineatus; (c), (f ) goatfish Parupeneus multifasciatus

and ledges are also frequently encrusted with red sponges, an appar-

This is precisely the spectral area predicted as useful for e.g. algivory,

ently conspicuous red fish may in fact be well camouflaged against

or fish colour discrimination, from the modelling analysis of colours by

this substratum (Figure 2(b)). In other words, the use of red and longer

Marshall et al. (2003b).

wavelengths on reefs for a variety of functions should not be discounted. The possible existence of long wavelength sensitivity in reef
fishes was previously predicted (Lythgoe, 1979; Marshall et al.,
2003b). Adding to structural (Fineran & Nicol, 1974) and behavioural

2.4 | Colour combinations in camouflage and
communication

evidence (Braun et al., 2014; Gerlach et al., 2014), recent genetic

Both recognisable trends and exceptions exist on the reef, in

sequencing also notes long-wavelength sensitivity in labrids and an

terms of colour and visual system. Specific examples of colour-

increasing number of other species (Phillips et al., 2015; Stieb et al.,

vision type and likely function are examined in the next section.

2017). Combined with their yellow corneal filters (Siebeck and Mar-

Here we continue with a closer examination of the dual func-

shall 2000) the possession of long-wavelength sensitive (LWS) visual

tions of yellow and blue on the reef and the complex colours of

pigments in these species may achieve sensitivity around 600 nm.

labrids and scarids (Lythgoe, 1958, 1975; Marshall 2000a,

MARSHALL ET AL.
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FIGURE 6 Ontogenetic colour change in (a)–(c) adult and (d)–(f ) juvenile-phase reef fish, presumably for conflict avoidance as juveniles settle
into territories occupied by adults. (a), (d) Angelfish Pomacanthus imperator; (b), (e) wrasse Coris gaimard; (c), (f ) damselfish Neoglyphidodon melas

2000b). As noted already, yellow and blue are transmitted well

to their spiky unpalatability (Ehrlich et al., 1977). Cleaner fishes

over distance in reef waters and as such may function as effec-

such as Labroides dimidiatus (Valenciennes 1839) use a yellow

tive signals for advertising, defence or warning colouration

and blue (and black and white) flag to advertise their services,

(aposematism). Many toxic invertebrates, including nudibranchs

again arguing for signal efficiency for this combination (Figure 4;

(Gastropoda) and blue-ring octopus (Cephalopoda), use yellow

Cheney et al., 2009a).

and blue as an aposematic warning colouration (Cheney et al.,

We have suggested already that blue-only fishes, such as fusiliers

2014; Ruxton et al., 2005). Butterflyfishes (Chaetodontidae) and

(Caesionidae) and blue damselfish Chrysiptera cyanea (Quoy & Gai-

other reef fishes maintaining pair bonds frequently use yellow

mard 1825), may be well camouflaged against blue backgrounds

and blue (Figure 3), as well as the ultimate in contrast, black and

(Figure 2(a)), but it is something of a surprise to realize that to reef

white, presumably to remain visible over distance (Cott 1942). It

fishes, yellow-only fishes are also well camouflaged against coral.

has also been argued that chaetodontids may be aposematic due

Clouds of yellow and blue damselfishes (Pomacentridae) over a coral

FISH
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FIGURE 7

Angle-dependant adaptive camouflage in Chromis viridis and C. atripectoralis. (a) C. atripectoralis and (b) its reflectance spectra in the
natural environment measured from different angles:
, 45 up from ventral aspect;
, lateral aspect;
, 45 down from dorsal aspect. (c),
(d) Photographs of C. viridis and (e) C. atripectoralis (insets: Close-up views) and (f )–(h) corresponding radiance spectra in natural habitat (curves
coloured approximately like fish) compared with radiance (
) from (f ) water, (g) side view of reef and (h) down into branching coral. Note how
radiance (light from direction of small area) of fish seen from top down, lateral and bottom up match yellow, blue green and blue radiance from
environment (for measurement details – Marshall et al., 2003a). This is achieved through thin-film interference colours from the Chromis spp.
changing with angle of view, a property of such colouration

head “know” this. Figure 3(i) and Figure 7 show clouds of blue/green

photographer, retreated from feeding in the water above a coral head

Chromis viridis (Cuvier 1830) and yellow Pomacentrus moluccensis

and have sorted themselves out with yellow fishes against coral and

Bleeker 1853 that have, at the approach of an apparently predatory

blue fishes against water (Marshall, 2000a).
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FIGURE 8

Eye camouflage strategies in reef fish: (a) frontal view of head of crocodile fish Cymbacephalus beauforti and (b) pupil camouflage;
(c) wobbegong shark Orectolobus ornatus on bottom and (d) eye with its pupil shut down to a diagonal slit; (e) iridescent pupil camouflage in
cowfish Latornia fornasini and (f ) close-up of the eye of pufferfish Canthigaster papua; (g)–(i) coloured pupils, achieved by letting light in through
the back of the eye of (g) and (h) the scorpaenid Scorpaenopsis oxycephala and (i) a lizardfish Synodus variegatus. (j)–(q) Multiple false-pupil
camouflage in: (j) juvenile boxfish Ostracion cubicus (k) juvenile barramundi cod Cromileptes altivelis; (l) frogfish Antennarius maculatus appear to
camouflage pupils as part of sponge (see also Figure 2(d),(f )), the pores of the sponge mimic pattern resembling pupil so real pupil is lost among
other pores; (m) twinspot goby Signigobius biocellatus; (n) butterflyfish Chaetodon ulietensis; (o) beaked coralfish Chelmon rostratus; (p) firefish
(lionfish) Pterois antennata; (q) weedy scorpionfish Rhinopias aphanes

Examining the spectral match of fish and background further,

reef; disruptive camouflage (Cott, 1940) and additive chromatic

Figure 3 illustratess the chromatic match between blue reef fishes and

matching camouflage (Marshall, 2000b; Marshall & Vorobyev, 2003),

water radiance and yellow fishes and an average reef background. It is

but both may also be highly conspicuous in several ways. Matching

striking that, just up until the point where the range of reef colour

yellow or blue to background is camouflage but a blue fish against

vision extends to (Figures 3 and 10), this match is maintained but at

coral substratum or a yellow reef fish against blue water appear con-

longer wavelengths the selective pressure apparently drops off and

spicuous (Figure 3). Fishes that are coloured both yellow and blue also

colour spectra diverge. As primates, we still retain good spectral dis-

use this principle but within their body area. That is, contrast exists

crimination beyond 500 nm, largely to help discriminate fruit, leaves

within their colour pattern as well as for body to background.

and aspects of other primates (Osorio & Vorobyev, 1996). As a result,

It is notable that birds, lizards, some insects, spiders and indeed

yellow reef fishes look conspicuous to us as do bananas against a

several other animal groups also use this colour combination, possibly

green backdrop. Fruit, however, are less important for reef fishes.

recognising the evolutionarily ancient colour comparison axis that

Many reef fishes also combine yellow and blue in one of two

compares the long and the short wavelength spectral regions

ways; either in narrow stripes or small dot patterns or as bold body

(Hurlbert, 1997). To many colour vision systems, therefore, yellow

delineations. The angelfish Centropyge bicolor (Bloch 1787) being a

and blue provides a highly conspicuous contrast. We often use

good example of the latter and other pomacanthids, such as Pygoplites

yellow–blue combination in advertising, clothing or on anything we

diacanthus (Boddaert 1772) of the former (Figures 1 and 3). These

want to draw attention to, extending what was originally selected for

combinations represent two general camouflage strategies on the

in evolution to present day social selection.
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FIGURE 9

(a) Peak absorption positions of visual pigments in Lutjanus spp. (snappers) from the great barrier reef and surrounding waters in
towards the coast (from Lythgoe et al., 1994): , single cones; , rods; , double cones. Cone sensitivities move to shorter wavelengths away from
shore, approximately following water transmission. (b)–(c) Offset hypothesis to explain position of spectral sensitivity in dichromatic or
trichromatic fish (from Lythgoe, 1979): (b) spectral radiance of a grey target in coastal (greenish) waters at 0, 1, 2, 4 and ∞ m (where the target
becomes indistinguishable from background); (c) relative contrast of object and background at the same distances; at ∞ the target is invisible. A, B
and C are λ-max positions of hypothetical matched (B) and offset (A and C) spectral sensitivities

How are these within-body colour combinations also effective

introduction and again think of a reef scene. Several fish species

camouflage if most animals are adapted to pick them out? Here we

within this scene may be half and half yellow and blue, and examples

must return to the idea of disruptive camouflage touched on in the

exist

in

pomacentrids,

pomacanthids

(Figure

3(j))

and

the
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FIGURE 10

(a) Approximate correlation between colour spectra [mid-point of step-shaped reflection spectra plotted as histogram ( ) of these
values]. Single-cone ( ) and double-cone ( ) clusters of Hawaiian reef-fish spectral sensitivities. Note how single-cone sensitivities tend to lie
between or just to side of mid-point clusters of spectra and double-cone sensitivities overly main yellows cluster around 520 nm.
and
,
spectral irradiance from different habitats. (b) The spectral sensitivities of four species of reef fish, all inhabitants of the top few metres of water:
The trumpetfish Aulostomus chinensis, the longnose butterflyfish Forcipiger flavissimus, the fantail filefish (leatherjacket) Pervagor spilosoma and the
banded damselfish Abudefduf abdominalis. Filtering by ocular media included to calculate normalized sensitivities.
, rods;
, single cones;
, double cones (adapted from Cronin et al., 2014 and Marshall et al., 2003b)

pseudochromids (Marshall 2000). Dressed in these colours, such

is not always clear which pattern fits into which category. The half-

fishes will blend well with the bold brightly lit and heavily patterned

and-half fishes such as C. bicolor are a good example of this, whereby

yellow and blue coral and water gaps (Marshall & Vorobyev, 2003).

it is not clear if they do match a high-contrast reef background or are

Several animals, not just reef fishes, use bold body patterns in this

just attempting to not look like a fish at all [Figure 3(j) and see Cott

way, essentially taking on and mirroring a sub-section of a highly con-

(1942) and Stevens and Merilaita (2009, 2011) for a useful discussion

trasting background (Cott, 1942; Stevens & Merilaita, 2009). This is

of camouflage types].

one category of disruptive camouflage. Another is defined as a bold

At the extreme of this bizarre body outline and internal pattern

body pattern or profile that hides body shape, whether or not the

mix are what are sometimes termed razzle-dazzle camouflage strate-

“chosen” colour pattern specifically matches a background. Without

gies. Here the fishes are not a clear match to background, although

further study and specific fish-eye perspective on such alternatives, it

again, caution is necessary as we are using primate vision in a fish
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world. At close range, at least, these fishes possess a body pattern

era of impressionist painting, losing colour contrast being an advan-

that is striking and confusing. The stalking or sit-and-wait predatory

tage to the pointillistic scarids, but the opposite of the desired effect

scorpaenids such as lionfishes (firefish, Pterois spp.) or weedy scor-

hoped for by artists (Albers & Weber, 2013; Marshall, 2009).

pionfish Rhinopias aphanes Eschmeyer 1973 may be razzle-dazzle
examples, although the latter is said to be an algal mimic (Figures 2
and 8(k)). Such behavioural strategy appears to be one of prey or
predator confusion, and often involves motion of the deceiver, the

2.5 | A special case of matching camouflage and
colour change

observer not quite knowing what this wiggly patterned thing might be

The blue-green damselfishes C. viridis and Chromis atripectoralis

until it is too late (Scott-Samuel et al., 2011; Stevens et al., 2008).

Welander & Schultz 1951 are well known jewel-like inhabitants of the

Bold body patterns, including yellow and blue colours, may there-

reef. As we have already noted (Figure 3) clouds of C. viridis are often

fore be multi-functional, used for advertising, and for the various

association with a single branching coral head and position themselves

forms of disruptive camouflage. However, this is clearly dependent on

up in the water for feeding on particles and passing zooplankton.

the relative scale of the background pattern and the fish body pattern,

Smaller groups of C. atripectoralis show similar behaviour both relying

as notable for black and white striped humbug damsels Dascyllus arua-

ultimately on branching coral for protection (Figure 7). Both species

nus (L. 1758), Dascyllus reticulatus (Richardson 1846), and Dascyllus

match the colour of blue-green reef waters well. Careful observation

melanurus Bleeker 1854 against branching coral (Cott, 1942; Mar-

reveals that as these fishes move relative to the observer they also

shall & Johnsen, 2011; Phillips et al., 2017). Interaction distance is also

change colour. This is not through control of skin elements such as

a critical factor for fine spot or stripe camouflage. Several angelfish

chromatophores, but due to angle of view. The blue-green colour in

species (Pomacanthidae; Figures 1(c) and 6(a)) are often paraded as

their scales is produced through thin-film multi-layer interference, a

gaudy reef members, their stripes of yellow and blue, often accentu-

structural colour production mechanism known in several reef fishes,

ated with black and white rims, are indeed conspicuous for nearby

notably the damselfishes (Kasukawa et al., 1986, 1987). Multi-layer

observers. Move a little way off, however, and the resolving power of
the eye will begin to fail and merge yellow and blue (black and white)
together. The result is a chromatically neutral grey, a good match to
the overhang shadows and dark recesses these fishes occupy unless
they choose to be seen (Figure 3).
Like flash photography, fine colour patterning in reef fishes and
our human perspective, or rather our ability to resolve fine detail, can
result in misconception. Terrestrial animals may need to see over several hundred metres for survival, while on the reef, most interactions
occur within a 10 m radius and many are limited to a few cm away. As
a result, the ability to resolve detail in reef fishes is at least 10 times
poorer than humans (Collin & Pettigrew, 1989). While fine patterns

interference colours necessarily change colour with angle, as long as
they are constructed from layers of equal thickness and in coherent
zones. The distance between layers changes with angle of view such
that at more oblique angles the reflected wavelengths (or colour seen)
are longer shifted. These Chromis Cuvier 1814 species have taken
advantage of this physical phenomenon so that when seen upward
against the bluer surface waters of the reef where the blue sky is
included, they are blue. Against reef-water space-light horizontally,
they are green and when viewed from the top against yellow–brown
corals they appear yellow. This is a remarkable adaptation to appear
camouflaged from many lines of sight on the reef (Figure 7).

may be important for conspecifics or close neighbours, they are rapidly smudged together over even just a metre underwater (Caves
et al., 2017; Marshall 2000b; Marshall & Johnsen, 2011).
With the use of now relatively cheap spectrophotometers and
calibrated camera systems, we are able to describe animal colours
with a spectral curve as well as our subjective human description
(Endler, 1990; Marshall, 2000a; Troscianko & Stevens 2015). Colour
spectra can be put in two, also subjective, categories: those that simply reflect in one spectral region and some which are complex or biphasic, perhaps reflecting in the UV–violet (350–450 nm) and also
yellow (beyond 500 nm; Figures 3 and 11). Labrids, scarids and a few
other species possess particularly complex colours. It seems that these
colours, often intense green and pinkish-orange to our eyes, allow a

2.6 | Object mimicry (Masqueraide)
As well as a general match to background through exact or disruptive
camouflage, several animals, including reef fishes, may colour themselves to match specific objects. On land, for example, butterflies imitate leaves, some caterpillars look like twigs or bird droppings and
spiders or preying mantids imitate flower colours and forms (Cott,
1940; Stevens 2016; Thayer, 1909). Fishes that match aquatic plants
and objects should therefore be no surprise; the most famous nonreef dweller being the weedy and leafy sea-dragon seahorse Phycodurus eques (Günther 1865). Matching green–brown turf algae or algal
fronds is common in reef-associated fishes such as the scorpaenids

specific type of colour mix (Figures 1(d) and 3(e)(h)). At close range the

and antenariid anglers while seahorse (Hippocampidae) relatives, such

fine scale patterns in such fishes are a striking colour contrast as they

as ghost pipefish Solenostomus cyanopterus Bleeker 1854, appear to

reflect strongly in complementary spectral zones. Once combined,

specifically mimic leaves (Figure 2). Interestingly, it is not just the dull

however, their additive mixture approximates to the blue-green colour

benthic colours on reefs that attract mimics. Brilliant green

of underwater spacelight (Figure 3; Marshall, 2000b, Marshall et al.,

chlorophyll-like coloured labrids, including the pastel-green wrasse

2003b). The result is a simultaneous conspicuousness and camouflage

Halichoeres chloropterus (Bloch 1791) and the cigar wrasse Cheilio iner-

explaining how gaudy terminal male scarids, for example, can be less

mis (Forsskål 1775) are well camouflaged on seagrass patches or

attractive to predators at distance on the reef, than they otherwise

around macro algae but are highly contrasting against sand or coral.

might be. Such additive mixing was attempted during the pointillistic

Many scarid species also use green to blend against turf-algal and
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FIGURE 11

Aspects of UV on the reef. (a) the damselfish, Pomacentrus ambionensis shown in colour photograph and (b) UV-sensitive camera
) and the yellow colour (
) visible to us. (d) the
photograph. Note body and facial patterning visible in UV. (c) the normalised UV spectra (
cardinalfish Apogon leptacanthus in colour and (e) UV-sensitive camera photographs around a coral head on reef, also showing body and head UV
patterning. (f) Three different colours reflect substantial UV components as well as, for example, orange (
) visible to us; the orange reflects
more strongly in UV than at longer wavelengths. (g) Representative ocular media transmissions from various reef fish:
,
, UV transmitting
from pomacentrids and apogonids. Dark solid line and dark dashed line, UV blocking from serranid and labrid. Dark dotted line, yellow cornea
from labrid (Siebeck & Marshall, 1991, 2001). (h) Spectral sensitivities of known damselfish species measured by microspectrophotometry (based
on Hofmann et al., 2012, Siebeck et al., 2014 and Hawryshyn et al., 2003b). Single-cone sensitivities: , UV, , violet, , blue; double cones: , ,
principle and accessory members; , rods. Species abbreviations from top down: S.f., Stegastes fasciolatus; P.a., Pomacentrus ambionensis; D.t.,
Dascyllus trimaculatus; D.m., Dascyllus melanurus; D.a., Dascyllus aruanus; C.o., Chromis ovalis; C.ve., Chromis verater; C.h., Chromis hanui; C.vi.,
Chromis viridis; A.a., Abudefduf abdominalis
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green-blue surface-water backgrounds, with or without the contribu-

et al., 2008). In all cases the deception seems to be a means to get

tion of the complex biphasic colours as described above.

closer to intended targets, by posing as a cleaner or schooling reef-fish

Green seems to be a labriform speciality, few other fishes on the

conspecifics, allowing the blenny to nip off scales or bits of its victim.

reef achieving it, and those that do usually feed on or around algae

A particularly devious deception has recently been described in

(Marshall 2000). As noted previously, red is often associated with

the dusky dottyback Pseudochromis fuscus Müller & Troschel 1849,

depth or cave-like habitats. The scorpaenids and antenaeriids in

which, like fishes that match the substratum, probably use their col-

Figure 2, however, are clearly using red as a direct match to the ben-

ouration for both defence and aggression. Cortesi et al. (2016a,b) have

thic colouration provided by sponges, frequently in very shallow

taken the trouble to behaviourally quantify and manipulate this decep-

water. On backgrounds away from their host sponge, they may be

tion where some individuals of P. fuscus are coloured brown and

viewed as conspicuously coloured. As sessile sit-and-wait predators,

others yellow. Brown fishes are generally found in coral rubble areas,

these fishes may also rely on the fact that brightly coloured red

which are brown, while yellow individuals are found in and around live

sponges and other encrusting organisms occur sporadically on the

coral such as Acropora spp. that are closer to yellow. Fishes can

reef. Even when not directly adjacent to or against camouflaging back-

change colour as transplanting experiments demonstrated and simplis-

grounds that match their colours, they still appear like just another bit

tically it might seem like these small reef fishes are trying to match

of reef (Figure 2(d)). The degree to which mimicry of reef objects,

background for defensive purposes. Pseudochromids are voracious

including other animals, might be passive or aggressive, or indeed both

predators, however, feeding on juvenile and small pomacentrids. Cor-

simultaneously, is not well understood. While the fish-like lure of an

tesi et al. (2016a) also demonstrated that, as well as matching the

anglerfish is a well-known example of aggressive mimicry, its sponge-

background, P. fuscus change colour when associated with differently

like carbuncles and body markings might be defined as being used for

coloured reef fishes such as the brown (whitetail) damselfish Pomacen-

passive (camouflage-based) or aggressive mimicry.

trus chrysurus Cuvier 1830 or the yellow damsels Pomacentrus amboi-

Object imitation is particularly remarkable in the pygmy seahorses

nensis Bleeker 1868 and P. moluccensis (Figure 4(b)). By doing so, they

Hippocampus bargibanti Whitley 1970 and the harlequin ghost pipe-

can get closer to and eat more of the young of the species they are

fish Solenostomus paradoxus (Pallas 1770) where matches (also often

mimicking as well as presumably (but not definitively proven) avoid

red or pink) to specific gorgonian species are common (Kuiter, 2000).

predation either through matching themselves with the substratum or

It is not known to what extent sponge-species specificity is also

being part of a local assemblage of similarly coloured fishes.

required in antenaeriids or scorpaenids, but again, in some cases the
match to elements of the host background organism, such as siphons
and skeletal patterning, are remarkable (Figure 2(h)). The frogfish

2.7 | Multiple functions of eye-spots

Antennarius maculatus (Desjardins 1840) exhibits great variability in

In the tight-knit community of the reef, being looked at can mean a

colour and as with equally variable scorpaenids it is not known how

number of things including impending death. Eyes for many animals

local micro-habitat influences the colouration of these fishes (Figure 2

both aquatic and terrestrial, are strong signals in themselves and may

(d)(f ); Grimsditch et al., 2017).

indicate unwanted scrutiny or identify the vulnerable head-region of

As well as resembling part of the benthos, reef fishes may also

an intended prey item. Several animal species, including many reef

mimic other reef fishes or other reef organisms. Again, this is probably

fishes, use false eyespots as a way to startle or deflect attention away

partially for defensive purposes but also quite clearly in some, for

from their real eyes (Figure 8; Ruxton et al., 2005; Stevens & Ruxton

aggressive ends. Randall and Randall (1960) list a few examples and

2014; Vallin et al., 2011). Also, many reef fishes species, particularly

Cheney and Marshall (2009) have quantified the accuracy of the col-

the slower moving benthic-bound or benthic-associated cohort, have

our deception for 15 species, critically using the visual system of other

evolved ways to hide their eyes. This is thought to be either for defen-

reef fishes to quantify this (Randall & Randall, 1960; Cheney & Mar-

sive camouflage, or part of aggressive camouflage, to hide the pres-

shall, 2009; Cheney et al., 2009b). The filefish mimic Paraluteres prio-

ence of a slow-stalking or a sit and wait predator. In particular, it may

nurus (Bleeker 1851) of the saddled pufferfish Canthigaster valentini

be the black and round pupil that gives the fish away as, for most fish

(Bleeker 1853) is particularly accurate in pattern as well as colour

species, mobile constrictive pupils are not common. As Figure 8(a),

match. In this case, as the puffer is toxic and apparently aposemati-

(k) demonstrates, many hypothetical eye-camouflage strategies exist.

cally coloured, it is assumed the mimicry of the P. prionurus is defen-

Complex eye-lid shades over the pupil, in e.g. stonefish

sive (Batesian mimicry; Randall and Randall 1960, Ruxton et al., 2005).

(Synanceiidae), flatheads (Platycephalidae) and crocodile fish Cymba-

Mimicry of cleanerfishes is another famous example from the reef

cephalus beauforti (Knapp 1973), serve the dual function of disguising

with fang-blennies such as Aspidontus taeniatus (Quoy & Gaimard

the eye and shading excessive sunlight from the surface. These are

1834) or Plagiotremus rhinorhynchos (Bleeker 1852) showing exact or

generally retractable so at night time when pupils are less visible and

approximate, respectively, mimicry of the cleaner wrasse L. dimidiatus.

more light is needed, visual function is not impaired.

These relationships have been examined recently using the modelled

A restrictive movable slit (or other shape) pupil is found in a num-

visual system of fishes to demonstrate that the yellow-blue and black

ber of benthic fishes including teleosts but most notably among elas-

code of the cleaner guild (Cheney et al. 2009b) may be imitated accu-

mobranchs. In bright daylight this may reduce the pupil to a very

rately or approximated through flexible colour changes in the case of

narrow inconspicuous line, a useful way of attenuating light in a nec-

P. rhinorhynchos. This species mimics juvenile cleaners particularly but

essarily immobile fish close to the surface as well as disguising

also a number of other fishes it associates or schools with (Cheney

the eye.
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Iridescent corneas are found in many reef species, including grou-

mimic. However, given that the size of an animal is often proportional

pers (Epinephelidae), boxfish (Ostaciidae), tuskfish Choerodon spp.

to the distance between the eyes, whatever this goby is attempting to

(Labridae) and pufferfish (Tetraodontidae). From dorsal or lateral views

be may be very much larger and more threatening than it actually

this, often blue or green structural colouration obscures the pupil,

is. Recent attempts have been made to provide some empirical evi-

making it look like adjacent body markings and may be a good match

dence behind the use of eye spots in butterflies, fishes and other ani-

to water colour. The colour is constructed by regular layering within

mals. It is not clear if the apparently threatening message is a simple

the cornea (similar in source to blue-green colouration in pomacen-

startle or a real attempt at pretending to be the eyes of a potential

trids; Figure 7) such that light from above bounces off and construc-

predator (Ruxton et al., 2005; Stevens & Ruxton 2014; Vallin

tively interferes to give the colour. As well as providing

et al., 2011).

eye-camouflage, the venetian-blind-like layering attenuates incoming

Many chaetodontids, such as Chaetodon ulietensis Cuvier 1831,

light from above while at more oblique ventral angles, light passes

disguise their real eye with a broad dark disruptive pattern that dis-

between the layers (Lythgoe & Shand, 1982). Like the complex shades

guises not just the pupil but the black iris also. This mask-like tactic is

described above, this may be retracted or regulated and acts as a

also found in many other reef-fish families such as the gobies

matched filter to variably attenuate incoming light from bright surface

(Gobiidae) described above and pomacanthids (Figure 6(a)). In most

to dim depths, as well as obscuring the eye.

cases, the eye stripe is one of several dark vertical body stripes or

A number of species in some benthic families, including the scor-

other bold patterning and is a very effective way of disrupting the

paenids and lizardfishes (Synodontidae), specialise in pupils that are

overall body plan (Cott 1940). Chaetodontids also often display a sin-

not black but are red or brown coloured, again perhaps matching body

gle caudal-area eye spot suggested to act as a defensive distractor to

colour elements. This is an optically and visual counterintuitive option

predators and encouraging strikes towards the less vital tail rather

as it is clear that light is entering the eye from behind, through the

than the head. This use of eye spot distraction is different to the more

optic nerve or due to poor scleral screening. As such, the acuity of

startling eye spot reveal of the S. biocellatus and the multiple eyespot

vision may be compromised, although if the eye has no long-

disguise of the fishes in Figure 6(e),(f ), but see Stevens et al. (2007)

wavelength photoreceptors, as is generally the case for marine species

and Stevens and Ruxton (2014) for more discussion of eyespot

(but for exceptions see below), is red and brown light in the orbit less

strategies.

of a problem? Whatever the case, it is worth considering that eye dis-

The beaked coralfish Chelmon rostratus (L. 1758) has a distracting

guise may be more important than acute vision in these species, how-

concentric ring single eye spot, similar to S. biocellatus, but as with

ever this is currently hypothetical.

other butterflyfishes this more likely serves as an eat-my-tail distrac-

The juvenile yellow boxfish Ostracion cubicus L. 1758 and the bar-

tion. The real eye, also similar to that of S. biocellatus, is disguised by

ramundi cod Cromileptes altivelis (Valenciennes 1828) appear to have

colouring it as part of its overall body-stripe patterning, not just a sim-

covered their bodies in false pupils in order to hide the real one. For

ple black mask.

the ostacids, a slow swimming heavily armoured mouthful, this is

Lionfishes (firefish, scorpaenids), such as Pterois antennata (Bloch

probably defensive and may be an attempt to look more like Sponge-

1787), are slow stalking or sit-and-wait predators. They all possess

Bob SquarePants (www.nick.com/spongebob-squarepants/) than a

pupil-width disruptive stripes that, presumably as well as being a

fish, or at least something equally inedible. The C. altivelis on the other

defensive camouflage for this slow-moving fish, are also an aggressive

hand, is a voracious predator so its disguise might be classified as an

patterning plan, like the antenaerid frogfishes, obscuring the eye from

aggressive attempt to hide the location of its head and its eyes. It may

potential prey. While antenaerids lure prey close with a fishing-rod

also confuse potential prey with a characteristic razzle-dazzle display,

and lure, Pterois spp. wave their conspicuous and extensive fin-rays in

waving fins and tail.

a way that appears to mesmerize prey and even possibly predators.

The antennariid frogfish, already described for their remarkable

Their body patterning of red-brown stripes potentially matching or

ability to mimic sponges (Figure 2(d),(f )), include as part of this decep-

being disruptive against a seaweed-strewn ocean floor and in some

tion, spots that appear like the pores in the sponge. This also second-

species false eyespots exist (Figure 8). They appear to drift or swim

arily disguises their eyes, the pupils being the right size to appear as

slowly, unless startled, a strategy to bring small prey close to their

just another pore. Small prey therefore are not alerted to the fact that

rapid swallowing strike. As slow swimmers, they avoid predation with

one of the pores they are passing is an eye sizing them up as the next

toxic dorsal fin spines and it appears, some form of camouflage. The

meal. The tail of A. commerson (Figure 2(f )) also appears to have larger

evolution of colours in these fishes appears to be multi-functional,

false eye-spots, a distractor strategy to potentially disguise head or

context-dependent and may include: defensive disruptive or matching

tail, as discussed next.

camouflage, razzle-dazzle camouflage or conspicuous aposematism,

The twinspot goby Signigobius biocellatus Hoese & Allen 1977

aggressive and defensive mimicry, eye disguise and eye spot startle

provides an excellent example of eye disguise through disruptive body

(Stevens, 2016). Pterois spp. are a good example where careful beha-

colouration. A bold dark vertical head stripe passes through the eye

vioural observations are needed to explore their fascinating colour

the width of the pupil and effectively hides its location in the rest of

patterns more.

the body patterning. False eye spots towards the caudal end of the

A relative of Pterois spp., the weedy scorpionfish R. aphanes dis-

dorsal fins and the periodic fin-raising behaviour of this fish makes the

guises its eye through colouring the iris with the complex colouring

eye-spots appear to open wide or blink making for a very arresting

covering the rest of its body. A similar tactic is also taken up by sev-

signal even to a large photographer. It is supposed that this is a crab

eral labrid species and the beaked leatherjacket Oxymonacanthus
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longirostris (Bloch & Schneider 1801), among others. As its name sug-

quite different to the way they see themselves. Furthermore, their

gests R. aphanes colours and body outline may be for both defensive

colour patterns, both for display and camouflage, may have evolved

and aggressive camouflage but are so strikingly odd as to also fall

for behavioural events or contexts we rarely witness. Colour vision

within the razzle-dazzle category discussed above.

capabilities among the several thousand reef fishes are poorly understood. What is becoming clear is that they vary greatly, probably more

2.8 | Fluorescence

so than for similar groups on land. Birds, for example, generally conform to two types of tetrachromatic (four channel) colour vision, a

Finally, in this section on reef-fish colours, fluorescence deserves a

seemingly optimized solution for any number of colour tasks

mention. Many pigments in nature fluoresce (Fox, 1976) and in recent

(Vorobyev, 2003). Freshwater fishes, at least ones in relatively clear

years several examples of animals using fluorescence to add salience

surface waters, also tend to be UV-containing tetrachromats

or contrast to their colour signals have been proposed. These include:

(Neumeyer, 1998). Potential tetrachromacy may exist in some reef

birds (Arnold et al., 2002), crustaceans (Mazel et al., 2004), spiders

fishes, notably the pomacentrids (Figure 11), a relatively well studied

(Li et al., 2007), fishes (Gerlach et al., 2014; Michiels et al., 2008) and

family for its colour sensitivity (Hawryshyn et al., 2003b; Losey et al.,

flowers (Gandía-Herrero et al., 2005). Importantly, in order to assign

1999, 2003; Siebeck, 2004; Siebeck et al., 2006). As touched on in the

visual relevance to it, a behavioural value of the fluorescence itself is

introduction, it is tempting to draw broad-brush comparisons and talk

needed, not just its association with a colour or pattern. In natural

about reef fishes as if they should conform to patterns we would like

ambient light, particularly in broad daylight this is hard as the fluores-

to see. Thankfully they are turning out to be far more interesting with

cent component of the colour is most likely a small incremental addi-

some general trends emerging, and before examining these, it is worth

tion on top of an already bright colour (fluorescence is an inefficient

defining some terms.

process; Johnsen, 2012, Marshall and Johnsen, 2016). However,

An animal is said to be trichromatic if it possesses three spectral

where behavioural change to the removal of the fluorescent compo-

sensitivities, for vertebrates housed in the cone cells of the retina and

nent of the colour can be shown, it may be claimed that fluorescence

generally used only in daytime conditions. Rods are the photorecep-

is significant to the animal's visual world (Arnold et al., 2002; Li et al.,

tors utilized for dim-light non-colour vision. Humans are trichromats,

2007). Humans use fluorescence in daytime to draw attention to

however the term also implies that the photoreceptors are neurally

things such as highlight pen markings, Post-it notes and UV- visible-

combined in a way that gives the animal a colour space defined by

only tattoos, so one might expect that animals in general have pre-

these interactions or opponencies. In the human example, compari-

evolved fluorescence-based advertising. At night or in dim deep

sons are made between our long and middle-wavelength range recep-

waters under the selective excitation of UV-black lights, fluorescent

tors

markings may be particularly conspicuous, but this wavelength range

short-wavelength sensitive cones and both longer-wavelength cells

alone is never found in nature.

[S-(L + M), S being the blue-sensitive cones]). Such comparisons have

(L-M,

our

red

and

green

cones)

and

also

between

Michiels et al. (2008) and Gerlach et al. (2014) have worked hard

with one exception (Champ et al., 2016) never been shown for reef

over the past few years to quantify and identify fluorescence in

fishes and it remains possible that some spectral sensitivity outputs

marine fishes including those on the reef and now claim a behavioural

do not get compared. Di, tri and tetrachromacy (two, three and four

benefit in some species. In their favour, the violet blue space-light of

spectral sensitivities, respectively) are convenient labels and, as else-

deep reef water can and does excite fluorescence in both corals and

where, are used here slightly incorrectly, to simply mean number of

fishes such as triplefins (Tripterygiidae). As a result, a diver may note

cones or spectral sensitivities possessed. As we will see later, it is very

an orange or red glowing polyp or fishes at depth where naturally no

likely that several reef-fish species do not construct tetrachromatic

such wavelength penetrates from sunlight. Such yellow, orange or red

systems as, for example, the birds do. Their colour-based tasks may be

colours are produced by the chemical process of fluorescence and

simpler and/or their photoreceptor spacing unsuitable.

stand out in the blue depths. Both in deeper and in surface waters

In colour vision, photoreceptors are generally assigned a single

fluorescent fishes are relatively common (Sparks et al., 2014) and it

wavelength according to the peak absorption or λ-max of the visual

has been suggested that, as with terrestrial examples, territoriality or

pigment opsin they contain. This is possible due to the predictable

mate choice are influenced by this colour-addition. The behavioural

absorbance of the visual pigment opsin (protein) and chromophore

tests so far attempted, however, fail to fully distinguish a choice made

combination that underlie all photoreceptors in animals (Dartnall &

by potential mates relative to the fluorescent signal component alone.

Lythgoe, 1965). Microspectrophotometry (MSP) is a direct measure-

For the moment, despite its relatively widespread occurrence (Sparks

ment of photoreceptor absorption capability and is a useful method of

et al., 2014) the visual function of fluorescence in fishes remains in

determining position and diversity of photoreceptors (Dartnall & Lyth-

debate and Marshall and Johnsen (2017) provide a recent review of

goe, 1965). As light necessarily passes through the cornea, lens and

the subject in both plants and animals.

other ocular media before reaching the retina, it is also necessary to
consider the absorption of these optical elements (Douglas & Marshall, 1999). The absorption of different reef-fish lenses and corneas

3 | R EE F F I S H E S C O L O U R V I S I O N

and the short wavelength cut-off of combined ocular media often
sharpen and shift spectral sensitivities of photoreceptors from the

As trichromatic primates with a leaning towards the long wavelength,

visual pigment absorbance alone (Figure 11(c)). In a few fish species,

ripe fruit and leaves, end of the spectrum, the way we see fishes is

there are also retinal inclusions around the photoreceptors in the light
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path that provide further spectral sensitivity tuning (Collin & Potter,

of the great pioneers of retinal anatomy, Walls (1942) noted that.

2000; de Busserolles et al., 2015). These are very poorly understood

“Even more mysterious are the ‘double cones’ - and the puzzle they

in reef fishes and relatives (Fineran & Nicol, 1974).

present is particularly irritating to the curious investigator because
they are so very widespread among vertebrates.” This problem exists

3.1 | Colour vision past

still today. The function of the commonest daytime photoreceptor in
all vertebrates, (aside from elasmobranchs and mammals) and in par-

The visual ecology approach of Lythgoe (1968, 1972, 1975, 1979),

ticular in the teleosts, remains largely a mystery.

Loew and Lythgoe (178a,b), McFarland (1991), McFarland and Loew
(1994a,1994b) McFarland and Munz (1975) has left us with several
useful approaches and working hypotheses. Different water bodies

3.2 | Colour vision present

are said to be coloured due to selective attenuation through absorp-

More recent studies of marine colour vision have both confirmed pre-

tion and scatter (Jerlov, 1976; Johnsen, 2012; Loew & Zhang, 2006;

vious findings and added to our understanding, particularly on reef

Mobley, 1994). These different spectral envelopes of light strongly

fishes, as summarized in this section. Improved MSP design has

influence visual system operating ranges and result in marine fishes

allowed the discovery of more UV visual pigments than previously

possessing blue-shifted spectral sensitivities compared with freshwa-

known (Figure 11; McFarland & Loew, 1994a; Losey et al., 1999).

ter fishes (Lythgoe, 1979). Trends within the marine community are

Indeed, it is likely that in several species examined in the past, UV cells

also notable with coastal dwellers generally tuned to their greener

were missed as they are optically challenging, small cells and may be

habitat than oceanic or reef dwellers (Lythgoe et al., 1994). Specifi-

distributed sparsely throughout the retina. Combined with this,

cally, it is the rods and double cones that tend to match water colour

cheaper and potentially submersible spectrophotometers have

more exactly than single cones. This finding drove the idea of the sen-

enabled widespread study of two important factors for colour vision:

sitivity hypothesis, which notes that it is good to have visual capability

the colours of the fishes themselves (as detailed in the initial part of

where there is the most light. Rods are predominantly for crepuscular

this review) and the transmission of ocular media. On measuring

or nocturnal vision and those species active at night possess rod-

transmission through whole eyes and their constituent parts, it is

dominated retinas. The double cones, in some species at least, may

notable that some fishes possess ocular media that transmit UV wave-

also be used for luminance rather than colour tasks during the day, as

lengths and some do not (Figure 11(c); Douglas & Marshall, 1999;

they are in birds and reptiles (Lythgoe, 1979; Figure 10).

Douglas & Thorpe, 1992; Siebeck & Marshall, 2001; Thorpe et al.,

The twilight hypothesis, a modification of the sensitivity hypothe-

1993). Not surprisingly, fishes that possess UV or violet spectral sensi-

sis attempted to explain why rods in particular tend to be more blue-

tivities, usually in their single cones, possess a UV transmitting (UV-t)

shifted than expected from water colour alone. The hypothesis

lens and cornea.

proposed this shift is to maximize photon capture at dawn and dusk,

In particular, Losey et al. (1999, 2003) and; Siebeck et al. (2006,

critical times for predation and survival on the reef (McFarland, 1991;

2008, 2009, 2010, 2014) have gone on to use the possession of UV-t

McFarland & Loew, 1994b; McFarland & Munz, 1975).

optics as a proxy to suggest UV vision and signalling capability. Inter-

Single cones are more variable than double cones in terms of

estingly, around 50% of reef fishes that have been examined have

maximum sensitivity spectral placement, number and spacing

UV-t media and 50%, often but not always the larger fishes, do not.

(Figures 9, 11 and 12). One suggestion, from both theory and observa-

This has suggested the idea of a private communication channel in

tion in some species, is that two spectral sensitivities are enough for

small fishes with UV vision capability (Figure 11; Siebeck, 2004; Sie-

the colour vision tasks in the high-contrast marine environment

beck et al., 2006). UV-t ocular media and UV vision has also been sug-

(Figure 9). One sensitivity matched to water colour and one offset

gested useful for plankton or particle feeding, the small food item

from this (giving the idea the name offset hypothesis) is supposed

standing out well against scattered UV space-light underwater. Some

ideal for spotting objects against bright (surface) or dark (depth) back-

behavioural evidence for this idea exists however the correlation

grounds (Loew & Lythgoe, 1978a; Lythgoe, 1979; Loew, 1995).

between planktivory and UV-t is not hard-and-fast (McFarland &

Double cones are two cones that remain closely opposed to each
other and it has been suggested, and in a few cases proven, that their

Loew, 1994b; Losey et al., 1999; Siebeck & Marshall, 2007), but see
comparative examples in freshwater fishes (Flamarique, 2013, 2016).

outputs are optically or neurally coupled, yielding a single broad-band

UV sensitive cameras have recently become almost mainstream

sensitivity. A single spectral range is necessarily the case where dou-

rather than specialist and have revealed a wealth of UV information in

ble cones have the same spectral sensitivity (visual pigment content).

reef-fish colours and patterns. These, invisible to us images, backed

These also are often anatomically identical and are termed twin cones.

up reflectance and transmission spectrophotometry along with spec-

Uneven doubles possess a larger primary member and a smaller acces-

tral sensitivity measurement in the retina, bolster the idea that some

sory cell (Walls, 1942) and here the visual pigment content of each is

reef fishes specifically look for UV body markings (Losey et al., 1999;

different (Figure 11). The idea of combining two slightly different

Marshall, 2000a; Losey, 2003; Marshall et al., 2003b; Marshall & Vor-

spectral sensitivities into one broader luminance detection channel,

obyev, 2003; Marshall et al., 2006; Siebeck et al., 2009; Siebeck et al.,

well matched to down-welling light, led to the idea that at least part

2010). Such combined streams of evidence, particularly carefully con-

of their function was for sensitivity rather than colour tasks. It also

trolled behaviour, suggest the damselfish P. ambionensis (Figure 11)

suggests that they may be somehow functionally distinct to single

and sister species P. molluccensis use UV facial patterns for behaviours

cones. In truth their actual function is generally poorly defined, as one

including individual recognition (Siebeck et al., 2010). It is proposed
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FIGURE 12

Comparison of visual system of three species of apogonid from the same coral head. (a) Colour photograph of all three species above
coral head and (b) UV-sensitive camera view of Rhabdamia gracilis showing its loss of transparency in UV. (inset: Normal colour showing
transparent nature of fish for non-UV sensitive camera.) (c) comparative spectral sensitivity peaks for each of the three species: , rods; , single
cones; , double cones. (d) Chromatic spaces of species from spectral sensitivities above and explained further in text. These data adapted from
Cronin et al. (2014). Note since then species names have changed; A. fragilis now Zoramia viridiventer and A. leptacanthus now Zoramia leptacantha

that larger predatory species with UV blocking (UV-b) ocular media

Cheney & Marshall, 2009; Cheney et al., 2009b; Cortesi and Cheney,

are not able to witness or eavesdrop on these interactions, while

2010; Cheney et al., 2013).

other damselfish species and in general small reef fishes use this pri-

Further to the emerging UV story, recent investigation of reef-

vate UV-based communication channel (Figure 11). UV is a good

fish retinae has demonstrated that reef-fish colour vision capability is

short-range medium for private communication as in the relatively tur-

even more highly variable than thought (Figures 9–12), both for single

bid waters of the reef it is rapidly attenuated, also making the conver-

and for double-cone spectral sensitivity. Frustratingly, this variability

sation invisible to any larger long-distance predators that may be UV

does not seem to follow any environmental constraint, even when

sensitive.

microhabitat light environments are measured in an attempt to assign

As well as adding a private information channel, addition of a

species-specific ecotypes to spectral sensitivity (Marshall, 2000a;

short wavelength or UV sensitivity expands the chromatic space of

Marshall et al., 2003b). The three species of apogonid depicted in

the fishes possessing it (Figure 12). Any such expansion enhances col-

Figure 12 not only live within or around the same coral head, they are

our discrimination ability, not just in the UV. Spectral sensitivities that

also relatively closely related and at least from a cursory glance con-

peak within the UV range (300–400 nm in this context) or a violet-

duct very much the same lifestyle with the same tasks. Nevertheless,

peaking sensitivity that, due to the broad nature of visual pigment

their double and single-cone complements are still quite different as

absorption, also absorbs below 400 nm may drive discrimination in

demonstrated by their variable chromatic-space shapes and placement

this spectral zone. The potential benefits of this has been shown by

of potentially relevant colours within these (Figure 12; Cronin et al.,

modelling the added contrasts UV sensitive reef fishes see when they

2014). Zoramia viridiventer (Jordan 1917) is essentially dichromatic,

see reef fishes and other objects reflecting UV (Marshall et al., 2006;

due to the almost entirely overlapping single and double cone

MARSHALL ET AL.
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sensitivities. Zoramia leptacantha (Bleeker 1856) is intermediate while

sensitivities housed in the double cone members. How is colour vision

Rhabdamia gracilis (Bleeker 1856), with a deep violet single cone,

put together for these species?

expands its space and therefore potential spectral resolution. Are

The triggerfish R. aculeatus is one species that is providing some

there in fact enough differences in colour related tasks, perhaps for

answers to such questions and has been trained to colour tasks based on

feeding or mate selection, that would drive these differences? Coming

spectrally quantified printed colour papers (Champ et al., 2016; Pignatelli

back to Lorenz's lessons at the beginning of this review, the real

et al., 2010). The colours were designed to distinguish how the three

answer is that we have not looked closely enough to know. Rhabda-

known spectral sensitivities of this species (two from double-cone mem-

mia gracilis is a remarkably transparent fish and it may be that its short

bers and one from a single type of single cone) combine and tested for di

wavelength spectral sensitivity allows it to break its own camouflage

or a tri-chromatic colour vision. Results clearly indicate R. aculeatus is tri-

for conspecific identification and schooling (Figure 12). It is also the

chromatic and must therefore use its double-cone members separately

only one of these three known to forage actively in the daytime when

along with the single shorter-wavelength sensitive single cone in true tri-

shorter wavelengths may provide good contrast for plankton, as

chromatic vision (Figure 13). Aside from the damselfish P. ambionensis

described above.

(Siebeck et al., 2008) this is the only reef fish that has had its colour vision

Recent cross comparisons of reef-fish colours and colour vision

capabilities investigated in detail. Tests include wavelength discrimina-

show apparent co-adaptation between spectral sensitivity placement

tion, the characteristics of its colour space (Champ et al., 2016) and even,

of single cones and reef-fish spectra (Figure 10(a); Marshall et al.,

like in humans, its ability to see illusory colours (Simpson et al. 2016). Var-

2003a,2003b). As shown in Figure 1, colour spectra generally take the

ious experiments are now examining the difference between chromatic

form of peaks or steps (Marshall, 2000a). As with bee and flower col-

and achromatic behavioural pathways, a critical factor to understand how

ours (Chittka & Menzel, 1992), position of receptors relative to these

reef fishes perceive pattern and luminance differences, as well as colour

colour inflection points is such as to potentially optimize spectral dis-

(Mitchell et al., 2017; Green et al., 2018; Cheney et al., 2018).

crimination (Figure 10). In common with the link between UV-t and

The patterns of reef-fish colours fascinated Lorenz (1962) and have

planktivory, this is best thought of as a loose indicative trend, how-

already been mentioned in the context of camouflage and conspicuous-

ever, rather than a rule and deserves species-by-species attention

ness. Using theoretical modelling of colours over distance underwater

over a broad-brush generalisation.

on the reef, Vorobyev et al. (2001), Marshall and Vorobyev (2003) and

Spacing of spectral sensitivities determines how well colours may

Marshall et al. (2006) reached the interesting conclusion that the pat-

be discriminated and animals such as bees and birds (aided by their oil

tern component was more reliable and possibly important than the col-

droplet filters) optimize their colour capabilities by even separation of

our, at least for long-distance signalling. It is no surprise therefore that

spectral sensitivities. Trichromatic primates, including humans, appear

reef-fish species wanting to maintain pair bonds or communicate over

to ignore this as our L and M receptors largely overlap and this pattern

distance use the ultimate contrast of black and white markings

is also common among several potentially trichromatic reef fishes. The

(Figure 1). Estimating how reef fishes see each other's colour in the con-

sensitivities of the double cones in fishes often show substantial over-

text of the highly attenuating water they live in is a must for future

lap as exemplified in Z. fragilis, Z. leptacantha or the damselfish Abudef-

hypotheses on visual capability and its evolution (Loew & Zhang, 2006).

duf abdominalis (Quoy & Gaimard, 1825) (Figures 10–12). Substantial

Before going on to look at the new molecular approaches to col-

overlap tends to flatten trichromatic spectral space on one axis,

our vision on the reef, a summary of where we are at is worthwhile.

removing discriminability in that direction (Figures 12(b)). It is perhaps

New readers to these paragraphs taking the time to wade through the

noteworthy that the chromatic distance between colours of coral

old and new literature will be left asking whether most reef fishes are

trout Plectropomus leopardus (Lacépède 1802) that lie directly beneath

dichromats. Which species transition to trichromacy or tetrachromacy

the square symbols (the loci for coral reef - brown square, and water -

and for what behavioural purpose? In truth only the triggerfish

blue square) remain equally distinct for all three species (see Cronin

R. aculeatus has had its colour sense dissected sufficiently to state that

et al., 2014 Chapter 7 for further explanation). Perhaps salient tasks

it is a trichromat (Pignatelli et al., 2010; Champ et al. 2016). Damsel-

such as these are performed equally well by any of the three cardinal

fish (pomacentrids) and others that do possess four spectral sensitivi-

fish visual systems. Does this mean that their spectral sensitivity dif-

ties apparently place them so unevenly in the spectrum that they do

ferences are irrelevant and, in a sense, any trichromatic solution does

not take advantage of the extra colour discrimination this might allow.

just as well? Such slightly counter-adaptive solutions sit uneasily with

Are there actually colour questions that reef fishes might want to

any visual ecologist, but until we know more about what might drive

solve that require higher-level colour vision like birds? To what extent

different spectral sensitivities on the reef, such “neutral mechanisms”

are the substantial differences seen between species spectral sensitiv-

must also be considered.

ities indicators of ecologically or behaviourally different lifestyles?

Often it is the sensitivities of single and double or twin cone

The solution of apparent dichromacy (the combination of two

members that overlap substantially or even completely (Figures 10–

spectral sensitivities only) in the marine environment is worth re-

12). This again points to the possible separate function for double and

examining. Especially those species that conduct vision over longer

single cones and supports the possibility of dichromacy from single

distances on the reef become functionally restricted by the narrow

cone input while doubles perform luminance tasks. A hypothetical

blue envelope of light through water. In such conditions only two sen-

model of this was presented (Marshall et al., 2003a, 2003b) based on

sitivities are viable without too much overlap, redundancy or informa-

Hawaiian reef-fish data. One problem with the hypothesis is that sev-

tion loss (Barlow, 1982; Lythgoe 1979; Marshall 2000a; Marshall et al.

eral reef-fish species only possess one single cone type and then two

2003b). Vadim Maximov suggested that colour vision evolved in the
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FIGURE 13

(a) Experimental setup for behavioural study to investigate colour vision and use of double cones in trichromacy in triggerfish
Rhinecanthus aculeatus. (b) Example of test colours: T1–T5. (c) Proportion of correct choices demonstrating use of single cones and both members
of double cones in trichromacy (Pignatelli et al., 2010). ( ) Single cone test and ( ) Double cone test

ocean, two channels removing the inconsistencies of flicker over

trichromats for behavioural reasons that are still obscure, although

objects in a shallow sea (Maximov, 2000). The offset hypothesis and

their benthic association may provide the colour tasks that render

observations that many large reef fishes appear to be dichromats per-

three spectral classes worthwhile (Hart et al., 2004; Van-Eyk

haps indicates that this solution has been retained by many fishes in

et al., 2011).

and around the reef (Figure 9). Sharks and cetaceans may even reduce
to cone monochromacy, although theoretically they could step up to
dichromacy through rod–cone interaction (Peichl et al., 2001; Theiss

3.3 | Colour vision future

et al., 2012). Life in the big blue of the ocean does not have enough

Using molecular approaches allows us to estimate spectral sensitivities

colour contrast or tasks to make complex colour vision worthwhile.

in animals based on sequence variability and differences in expression

Surprisingly, among the elasmobranchs, some of the rays are likely

levels of visual opsins (the protein component of visual pigments) in
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the retina (Figure 14). The basal vertebrates, the lampreys, already

(Phillips et al., 2015). Likewise, of the more than 20 pomacentrid species

possessed the five visual opsin gene classes also found in modern-day

that have had their opsin genes investigated so far, all retained and

vertebrates. These are the dim-light active rod opsin (rhodopsin; RH1)

expressed the UV-sensitive SWS1 gene (Hofmann et al., 2012; Stieb

and four cone opsin classes: SWS1, short-wavelength sensitive (often

et al., 2017). Meanwhile piscivorous fishes such as trevally (Carangidae),

UV); SWS2, short-wavelength sensitive (violet to blue); RH2, a

lizardfishes

medium-wavelength sensitive (blue to green) second rod-like opsin

completely lack SWS1 expression (Cortesi et al., 2016a,b) lending fur-

but found only in cones; LWS, a longer-wavelength sensitive (green to

ther support to the existence of a UV-based private communication

red) opsin class (Bowmaker 2008; Collin and Potter, 2000; Yokoyama,

channel in some reef fishes.

(Synodontidae)

and

dottybacks

(Pseudochromidae)

2000). In fishes in particular, these ancestral opsin classes have under-

In addition to the light environment and UV-based visual signal-

gone a dynamic evolutionary history where processes such as whole

ling, reef-fish vision is strongly influenced by feeding habits. UV-

genome and single-gene duplications, gene-losses, and gene-

sensitive photoreceptors have previously been suggested as crucial

conversion have led to a diverse array of opsin repertoires (Figure 14).

for prey capture in several marine and freshwater planktivorous spe-

These range from extant species with a single remaining opsin gene to

cies such as salmonids (Salmonidae) and zebrafish Danio rerio

species with up to 40 opsin gene copies in their genomes (Cortesi

(Hamilton 1822) (McFarland & Loew, 1994b; Losey et al., 1999; Sie-

et al., 2015; Hofmann and Carleton, 2009; Musilova et al., 2018).

beck & Marshall, 2007; Flamarique, 2013, 2016). Planktivory might

Recent comparative-genomic studies in more than 100 species

similarly be driving UV vision in many reef-fish species (see above

have revealed that fishes in general possess around seven visual opsin

for discussion on this). Recently a strong correlation between her-

genes within their genomes. Deeper living species gradually lose their

bivory (algae reflect strongly in the far red) and the expression of

red and UV-sensitive LWS and SWS1 genes, as light at either end of

the red-sensitive LWS opsin has been established in pomacentrids

the spectrum is progressively filtered out. Musilova and colleagues

(Stieb et al., 2017). As previously mentioned, modelling predicts

compared the gene expression in 36 representative species distrib-

long-wavelength sensitive photoreceptors in reef fishes (Lythgoe,

uted across teleost phylogeny, including reef fishes, and found that,

1979; Marshall et al., 2003b). The recent rise of next-generation

consistent with anatomical measurements and predictive models of

sequencing technologies has made it possible to survey the visual

colour vision, many species express up to four cone opsin genes

systems of a much larger number of reef fishes in a lot more detail

within their retina. However, they also found a considerable number

than before (e.g., Cortesi et al. 2015a,b; Musilova et al., 2018). Data

of species that had more than four cone opsin transcripts at what

emerging from these studies support the models and show high

appeared to be functionally relevant levels, within their retina

levels of LWS expression in an increasing number of species from

(Musilova et al., 2018). Since two, three or at most four differently

various families including blennies, gobies, apogonids, pomacentrids,

tuned photoreceptors suffice to solve colour related tasks under

carangids, pseudochromids and labrids (Figure 14 and Luehrmann

water, the question of why fishes have, and also express, so many dif-

et al., 2018; Musilova et al., 2018; Phillips et al., 2015; Stieb et al.,

ferent opsin genes in the first place remains interesting. The most

2017). It is possible that some of these species are tetrachromats

likely explanation is perhaps that not all are involved in the visual

having extended their photoreceptor repertoire to include a fourth

process.

red-sensitive photoreceptor type. Alternative explanations for the

Examining reef fishes only, Stieb et al. (2016) demonstrated, that
the changing light environment over depth dictates opsin gene

expression of LWS include visual pigment co-expression and retinal
subdivision as discussed in detail shortly.

expression in some pomacentrid species but not in others. Similarly,

It is important to realize that a snapshot of the genes does not

coming back to the cardinalfishes (Apogonidae) and their fascinating

necessarily tell us the time at which the genes are active, either in

visual ecology, recent work has shown two things. First, although noc-

evolutionary or lifetime timescales. Extensive work on cichlids

turnal, apogonids possess many more day-active cone opsin genes

(Cichlidae) and other freshwater fishes suggests that for some

than expected (M. L. Luehrmann, K. L. Carleton, F. C. Cortesi, K. L.

species at least, the genomic opsin repertoire can be used in a

Cheney, & Marshall, N. J., unpublished data). Second, microhabitat

pick-and mix way, allowing the animal the best combination possi-

specific lighting differences dictate cone opsin expression at the

ble for the environment in which it finds itself (Carleton et al.,

extremes of their light habitats. As such, red-light dominated cave

2005; Bowmaker & Loew, 2007; Bowmaker, 2008). Such plastic or

dwellers show increased LWS expression levels and species living in

adaptable colour vision is also known in invertebrates and the fol-

the blue-dominated water column show increased SWS2B (violet sen-

lowing factors are among those that require careful consideration

sitive) expression levels (M. L. Luehrmann, K. L. Carleton, F. C. Cortesi,

when looking at how a fish has ended up with the spectral sensi-

K. L. Cheney, & Marshall, N. J., unpublished data). Cone opsin expres-

tivities it has (Marshall et al., 2015):

sion, on the other hand, does not seem to correlate with the environment in apogonids that occupy intermediate light microhabitats.
Other factors such as intra and inter-specific signaling, feeding prefer-

3.4 | Spectral sensitivity change – ontogenetic

ences, or neutral drift may determine their visual capability (Cronin

During the lifetime of a fish, spectral sensitivities may change on

et al., 2014; Marshall et al., 2015).

several timescales (Figure 14). These may be linked to ontogeny, as

Communication using colourful displays seems the most likely

reef-fish transition from larval to adult phase or as some do, move

explanation for the visual system specializations found in many labrids

from coastal or even freshwater habitats to the ocean. Spectral shift

(Figure 3) and this notion now also finds support on the molecular level

in sensitivity here can be correlated to the change in ambient
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FIGURE 14

Schematic views of molecular drivers, mutation and gene regulation, shifting the spectral sensitivities of coral-reef fish visual
systems. (a) Gene duplication and gene loss determine the opsin repertoire upon which selection can act and shift spectral sensitivities. SWS1,
short-wavelength sensitive (often UV); SWS2, short-wavelength sensitive (violet to blue); RH2, a medium-wavelength sensitive (blue to green)
second rod-like opsin but found only in cones; LWS, a longer-wavelength sensitive (green to red) opsin class. (b) Example of amino-acid
substitutions and of gene conversion and (c) how this might affect spectral sensitivity (Cortesi et al., 2015). (d) Larval and (e) adult box plots ( ,
median; , 25th and 75th percentiles; , 95th percentile range; , outliers) showing differences in opsin gene expression that can occur
throughout the ontogeny of a fish or over the shorter-term and are usually associated with habitat transitions or major behavioural changes. (f)
Opsin co-expression and retinal subdivision can further serve to adjust spectral sensitivities, presumably to optimize visualising different scenes
with different parts of the eye (Cortesi et al., 2016a,b). (g) Retinal subdivision area representations of retinal wholemounts and labelled gene–
photoreceptor distributions: dorsal area uppermost and temporal area to the right. (d)–(g) Colour coding as for (a); and for explanation of retinal
maps such as these see de Busserolles et al. (2014)

illumination and or foraging switch from, for example, planktivory to

visual system seems to adjust to living inside the red-light-shifted

benthic feeding (Loew & Lythgoe, 1978b; Loew et al., 1996; Loew

reef matrix. Shortly before reaching adulthood and becoming aggres-

et al., 2002). Ontogenetic changes of the visual system both on the

sive mimics, when changing colour in fact to imitate pomacentrids,

anatomical and the molecular level have been studied in great detail

pseudochromids also change their visual system one more time to

in the P. fuscus (Cortesi et al., 2016). Nearly translucent P. fuscus

express five opsin genes. Rather than being pentachromatic, however,

larvae returning from the pelagic phase to settle on the reef already

MSP revealed that adult pseudochromids are more likely to be tri-

express three cone opsin genes and accordingly were found to have

chromats or at best tetrachromats. They use opsin co-expression in

three differently tuned photoreceptor types. Once settled, juvenile

the same photoreceptor and retinal subdivision (both discussed

pseudochromids take on a cryptic grey-brown colouration and their

below) explaining the multiple opsin expression patterns in this case.
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3.5 | Spectral sensitivity change - short-term
Shorter-term spectral shifts have been noted where fishes are kept
under different lighting regimes in the lab or where for instance,
seasonal difference in light environments exist (Bowmaker, 2008;
Bowmaker and Loew, 2007; Stieb et al., 2017). Luehrmann et al.
(2018) found that placing pomacentrids and apogonids into tanks
with different red, green or blue lighting results in plastic adaptations in opsin gene expression. Interestingly, while pomacentrids
mostly adjusted the expression of their single cone opsins (SWS1
and SWS2), the apogonids showed the greatest plasticity in their
double cone genes (RH2 and LWS) (Luehrmann et al., 2018) this
making some sense as apogonids are primarily nocturnal and may
need greater plasticity in their more sensitive double cones. Several
reef-fishes are furthermore known to exist over substantial depth
ranges where ambient illumination may differ greatly. As mentioned
above, in some pomacentrids this correlates with opsin gene expression (Stieb et al., 2016). However, whether this change is due to a
short-term plastic response or a consequence of ontogenetic plasticity remains to be investigated. In any case, the ability to customfit colour vision to the light environment to some extent would be
extremely advantageous and is an emerging story as this review is
being written.
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dichromacy, depending on relevant task. This is not as odd as it may
seem, many invertebrate visual systems operate this way (Land & Nilsson, 2012) and even humans segregate spectral sensitivities. Our
fovea (the retinal region we use for examining things in detail) lacks
blue cones for example (Hurlbert, 1997).
Fishes on a reef may face a variety of visual scene zonations
depending on habitat. Shallow benthic dwellers might face bright sand
reflections from below, dazzling sunlight from the surface and the
medium intensity blue-green waters of reef laterally. A fish swimming
at the reef edge might experience very dim blue light from the depths
of the drop-off, bright light from above and the yellow-green zone of
reef slope and crest in the middle. Dorso-ventrally divided retinas are
common in marine fishes often with more double cones looking
downwards, presumably to boost sensitivity if indeed they do act as
daytime luminance detectors. Single cones, including those with UV
sensitivity are more frequent medially and ventrally in some species of
fish (Luehrmann et al., 2018), presumably, like mice that share this
zonation plan, to look into the UV-rich visual world from above
(Peichl, 2005).
Two differently tuned trichromatic systems, one directed dorsally
and one ventrally might appear to provide the fishes with sexchromatic vision from a quick retinal survey, whereas at the functional
level this is not the case. As well as locating different photoreceptors
in the retina more accurately, with few exceptions (Kamermans et al.,

3.6 | Visual pigment co-expression

1991), a good understanding of how the signals are processed beyond

Different visual pigments may be co-expressed within the same pho-

the retina is lacking.

toreceptor and mixed to differing amounts, potentially to broaden or
tune spectral sensitivity or representing transition phases in lifecycle

3.8 | Unconventional colour vision

(Lythgoe, 1979; Hawryshyn & Harosi, 1994; Hawryshyn et al., 2003a).
For instance, in fresh water, cichlids were found to co-express cone
opsins in both their single (Dalton et al., 2017) and double cones
(Dalton et al., 2014) resulting in broadened spectra to potentially
increase achromatic contrast detection. Also, marine fishes such as
the yellowfin tuna Thunnus albacares (Bonnaterre 1788) (Loew et al.,
2002) and starry flounder, Platichthys stellatus (Pallas 1787) (Savelli
et al., 2018) co-express multiple opsin pigments during development,
but the functionality of this remains elusive. Co-expression of visual
pigments seems a prominent feature of many reef fishes also with
detailed studies in pseudochromids and P. leopardus (Cortesi et al.,
2016), opmacentrids (Luehrmann et al., 2018), and squirrelfishes
(Holocentrinae; F. de Busserolles, N.J. Marshall, & S.P. Collin, unpublished data).

Unconventional colour vision has recently been defined to explain the
extreme proliferation of spectral sensitivities in stomatopod crustaceans and butterflies. While the stomatopod system is particularly
unconventional due to their scanning method of vision, reef fishes
and butterflies may share some features in colour processing design
(Marshall and Arikawa, 2014). This is perhaps not so surprising when
considering their equally diverse colours but critically relies on a better
understanding of retinal subdivision and how colour signals are
processed.
Are the fishes that possess five or seven classes of visual pigment
pentachromatic and beyond? It is possible that as we examine more
reef fishes using molecular approaches, this will appear a more plausible hypothesis. However, strong evidence both from information theory (Barlow, 1982; Maloney, 1986) and visual ecology (Lythgoe 1979;

3.7 | Retinal subdivision of spectral sensitivities

Cronin et al., 2014) suggests otherwise. Polychromacy beyond four
spectral classes does not seem worthwhile in terms of information

Retinal subdivisions with potentially different functions have been

gained or indeed the type of colour task fishes perform. Having said

recognized for many years (Walls, 1942; Hughes, 1985). In aquatic

this, at the moment we simply don't know for sure. Going back to the

environments, the light from above and the light from below may dif-

lost Lorenzian methods of the introduction, we have not looked long

fer substantially both in intensity and colour and freshwater fishes

enough. At the anatomical level more care is also needed as, in gen-

such as archerfishes (Toxotidae), cichlids, and D. rerio are known to

eral, MSP or molecular investigations do not examine different regions

match cone types to the light environment from dorsal and ventral

such as dorsal, ventral, nasal and temporal, but lump the spectral sen-

directions (Temple et al., 2010; Temple 2011; Dalton et al., 2014; Zim-

sitivities found there into one visual system.

mermann et al., 2018). In many reef fishes different retinal regions

The potential for fishes, and indeed other vertebrates, to conduct

contain different cone complements and the visual world of a fish

colour vision in a more unconventional way is also worth considering.

may be subdivided into areas for trichromacy and areas for

The butterflies are a wonderful and extreme example of this where,
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predator avoidance through detection (Ferrari et al., 2012), camou-

12 other spectral channels are added in some species. These probably

flage (Marshall et al., 2003), feeding (Job & Bellwood, 1996; Losey

do not interact with the standard or conventional colour vision sys-

et al., 1999), navigation and orientation (Leis et al., 2011) and commu-

tem, but provide wavelength specific behaviours. Pierid butterflies, for

nication (Marshall et al., 2003).

example, will exhibit certain stereotyped behaviour when shown spe-

Few studies have investigated the effects on fish vision in general

cific colours. These include take-off, proboscis extension and egg lay-

and even less so on coral-reef fishes. The few data available on reef

ing, each seemingly hard-wired to a non-comparative output from

fishes have mainly focused on pomacentrids and prey–predator rela-

specific spectral channels (Marshall & Arikawa, 2014). How the two

tionships and only assessed few environmental stressors (Chung et al.,

systems, conventional and unconventional, interact, is not fully under-

2014; Coker et al., 2009; Ferrari et al., 2012; Lönnstedt et al., 2013).

stood. The idea of different retinal areas or sub-categories of recep-

However, data from other marine and freshwater systems suggest

tors conducting different behaviours (perhaps mediated through

that all environmental stressors currently affecting coral reefs around

different levels of spectral channel interaction: tetra, tri, di or even

the world have or will affect the survival and ecology of reef fishes.

mono-chromacy) is certainly worth considering on the reef.

Variation in opsin gene expression may not happen fast enough
to overcome very rapid changes to the environment. However, being
subjected to an environmental stressor early in life (larvae) may pro-

4 | CO LO UR VI SION AND COLOU RS IN A
C HA N G I N G WO RL D

vide a better chance for adaptation and survival than when exposed
at adult stage due to higher plasticity potential during development.
For example, Ehlman et al. (2015) raised guppy larvae Poecilia reticu-

This special edition examines the ecology of fish senses and recog-

lata Peters 1859 in clear and turbid environments and demonstrated

nizes that as we change the environment, it will affect sensory capa-

that the individuals raised in the turbid environment had adapted their

bility, behaviour and ultimately survival. Changes in water quality may

behaviour and visual system accordingly to cope with turbid condi-

stem from a variety of human-induced factors including: climate

tions. More studies are needed to assess how different species of reef

change (increased sea temperature, coral bleaching, extreme weather

fishes at different life stages and with different life style and diet will

events, ocean acidification), pollution from agricultural or other terres-

fare in a changing environment, on a short and long-term basis.

trial runoff, dredging, overfishing and coastal development (Hughes,

Environmental stressors affecting vision on coral reefs can be

1994; Hughes et al., 2003; Pandolfi et al., 2003). Human activity has

divided in two main categories: stressors affecting the visual environ-

already changed coral reefs on many levels (e.g., structurally, chemi-

ment (light conditions and properties); stressors affecting the central

cally, and visually). These disturbances are now occurring at a fre-

nervous system and vision.

quency that does not allow reef systems time to recover (Veron,
2008). For example, the global mass bleaching events of 2016 and
2017 destroyed up to half of the remaining corals on the Great Barrier

4.1 | Specific visual environment stressors

Reef alone and other world reefs suffered similar or worse losses

4.1.1 | Turbidity

(Beyer et al., 2018; Hughes et al., 2017).

Coral reefs are relatively turbid environments due to the high concen-

The visual environment underwater is more variable than on land,

tration of life there and the continual turnover of the coral structure

due to the physical properties of water, its transmission quality

from a variety of factors including grazing and wave damage.

(or colour) and attenuation of light over depth and distance (Cronin

Increased turbidity on coral reefs is caused by sediment pollution from

et al. 2014; Lythgoe, 1979). Consequently, changes to the body of

dredging, terrestrial runoff, increase in rainstorms and cyclones, and

water such as through suspended particles and sediment, or the

by algal blooms resulting from elevated eutrophication from, for

amount of dissolved organic matter, will have a very dramatic effect

example, fertilizer in runoff. In turbid conditions, visual information

on the overall light availability or its spectral content. Changing the

deteriorates as suspended particulate matter reduces the amount of

physical and chemical proprieties of coral reefs not only affects the

light available, obstructs visibility and will also change the spectral

corals themselves, but the ecosystem as a whole. For reef fishes, this

composition of the water. Turbidity will affect fish vision in different

is most obvious through a direct loss in habitat and often also food

ways depending of the type of turbidity, the species, life stage, and

sources. However, indirect effects include a shift in the perception of

ecological task. Only one study we know of has specifically examined

reef-fish colours due to changes of background reflection (e.g., healthy

these effects on coral reef-fish vision and found that the presence of

vs. bleached coral) and/or the light environment itself (Figure 15 and

red soil impaired the ability of C. viridis larvae, to visually distinguish a

Johansen et al., 2014; Richardson et al., 2018).

suitable coral habitat during settlement (O'Connor et al., 2016).

Fishes rely on several sensory systems; vision, olfaction, taste,

It is expected that turbidity will also affect prey–predator rela-

hearing, lateral line, magnetoreception and electroreception to per-

tionships and visual communication in reef fishes in ways that are sim-

form the day-to-day tasks of finding food, finding a mate, avoiding

ilar to other, better known fish systems, by decreasing the distance of

predators, choosing a suitable habitat and orienting themselves. Visual

a fish's visual field and affecting perception of size, shape, and colour

cues, however, are particularly important for reef fishes at all stages

of potential preditors and prey (Sandström, 1999). While turbidity is

of life. They are used in: habitat selection (Booth, 1992; Huijbers

detrimental for any species relying on high acuity, such as the piscivo-

et al., 2012; Igulu et al., 2011; Lecchini et al., 2005a,b; McCormick

rous fishes, it may be beneficial to smaller fishes that are obscured

et al., 2010), species recognition (Katzir, 1981; Siebeck et al., 2010),

from predators (de Robertis et al., 2003; Utne-Palm, 1999). For the
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FIGURE 15

Input parameters and modelled change in contrast of reef-fish colour against a healthy reef and a bleached reef as seen by two
predatory fish. (a) Representative fish spectral reflectances (colours) from the reef. The colour of each curve is an approximate match to the way
, UV-yellow;
, orange;
, yellow;
, UV-green;
,
the region appears in life (from Marshall 2000a). Colours named for human vision:
purple;
, UV;
, light violet;
, blue;
, green;
, white;
, black. (b) Illumination (normalised downwelling irradiance) at 5 m (
)
on a coral reef near Lizard Island, QLD, Australia. Reflectance spectra of bleached (
) and healthy (
) coral, coloured to appear as in life. The
colours in (a) are placed against these two background colours under this illuminant and viewed with the chromatic contrast model through the
sensitivities in (c), the normalised spectral sensitivities of lizard fish Synodus variegatus and (d) coral trout Plectropomus leopardus Vorobyev & Osorio
1998 (from Marshall et al., 2006). (e) Change in chromatic contrast for each of the colours in (a) imagining the fish (colour) swimming from being
seen in front of healthy coral to against bleached coral. Positive values indicate an increase in chromatic contrast against bleached reef, negative a
decrease in chromatic contrast. Fish visual system: , S. variegatus; , P. leopardus. Colour dots indicate spectral colour named for human vision
(below). Inset: photographs show examples of yellow and blue fish against healthy coral (left) and bleached coral (centre and right)
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many species of reef fishes relying on visually based mate choice,

et al., 2001; Vorobyev and Osorio, 1998). This scale ignores intensity

increased water attenuation has the potential to radically alter choices

differences.

(Delhey & Peters, 2017 for review; Seehausen et al., 1997 for freshwater examples).

Having determined the chromatic distances of each of the colour
classes through the eyes of both predators looking at healthy coral
backgrounds the difference of these distances against bleached reef

4.1.2 | Light pollution

was calculated to assess resulting changes in chromatic contrast

Light pollution on the reef results from coastal development and the

(Figure 15(e)). Positive numbers therefore indicate an increase in chro-

use of artificial lighting at night at sea including lighted fishing fleet

matic contrast and therefore may be more conspicuous against

and cruise ships (Davies et al., 2014; Gaston et al., 2017; Longcore &

bleached reef and negative numbers a decrease in chromatic contrast;

Rich, 2004). Two types of artificial light exist, direct lighting from a

that is, an increase in potential camouflage.

specific device and skyglow (or sky brightness) resulting from the light

It might be expected that, as the reef bleaches, conspicuousness

scattered in the atmosphere by upward emitted lights; the skyglow

would increase for all fish colours due to the loss of colour and general

from a city, for example. It has been shown that skyglow alone can

brightening of the coral background. Most colours against white stand

mask the natural monthly and seasonal lunar cycle as well as increase

out to us. The models indicate this to be true for the longer wave-

the number of annual full moon hours (Davies et al., 2013). Natural

length yellow and orange colour classes (maximum reflectance beyond

cycles of light (sunlight, moonlight and starlight) are very important

500 nm; Figure 15) but not for UV, purple, blue and green colour clas-

components of coral-reef fish ecology and behaviour. They define

ses (peak reflectance at shorter wavelengths; Figure 15(e) inset).

their activity pattern (diurnal, crepuscular, nocturnal) and help with
orientation, navigation, visually guided behaviour (e.g., feeding), and
the regulation of some physiological events (Davies et al., 2014). Natural lunar cycles play a particularly important role in timing the recruitment of coral-reef fish larvae (Besson et al., 2017a,b) and in regulating
migration patterns and reproductive cycle, as well as influencing feeding efficiency (Gliwicz, 1986). As more light is present in the environment at night, the feeding rate of nocturnal predators may be
elevated (Becker et al., 2013) and diurnal and crepuscular predators
will have longer periods within which vision operates (Davies
et al., 2014).

4.1.3 | Coral bleaching
Coral reefs provide a refuge and habitat for many reef species. As
such, several species of fishes have developed specific body colour
patterns that allow them to blend in the environment and camouflage
themselves against predators from a variety of distances (Marshall,
2000). Climate-induced coral bleaching dramatically alters the appearance of large areas of coral colonies, modifying the natural background colour and making its inhabitants in many but not all cases,
more conspicuous to predators.
Visual system modelling presented here examines how the colours of a variety of reef fishes, chosen as representative of the colours

While this may seem counter-intuitive initially, the greatest change in
chromatic content of healthy v. bleached coral occurs after 500 nm
(Figure 15(c)). Up to this point, bleached and healthy coral have a similar reflectance profile, although different in luminance. How yellow
and blue fishes are best matched against a reef background is also
shown in Figure 3. Yellow fishes are a good spectral match and most
inconspicuous against healthy coral and the same goes for blue fishes
against blue-green open water.
Two other factors are worth remembering during such modelling
exercises. Firstly, that making judgments around conspicuousness and
camouflage with a human colour sense will result in incorrect assumptions as while we are focussed on long wavelengths, reef fishes are
blue-end biased. This is, after all, the reason to attempt chromatic
models in the first place. Secondly, the colour vision models used here
and elsewhere do not assess luminance or brightness change and it
may be that if this was included, all fishes would be more conspicuous
against a white reef background. How reef fishes and indeed all fishes
balance chromatic and achromatic contrasts in vision is a poorly
defined area (Siebeck et al., 2014). These and other complexities
around modelling reef-fish colours in the eyes of reef fishes have
recently been investigated in detail by Wilkins et al. (2016). Not surprisingly, given the variability in reef-fish spectral sensitivities
(Figure 10), one conclusion is that different fishes may see the results
of reef bleaching quite differently.

known for many reef fishes (Marshall, 2000a), might appear against

The classes UV and White resulted in a colour distance of <1

healthy and bleached reef (Figure 15). Modelling is similar to that pre-

when seen by P. leopardus against the bleached coral, while

sented in Figure 12 for the three visual systems in apogonids but

S. variegatus, which has enhanced UV sensitivity compared to

instead here uses the spectral sensitivities of two known predators on

P. leopardus, is predicted to still be able to detect the UV but not the

the reef, the lizard fish Synodus variegatus (Lacépède 1803) and the

white colour class against a bleached reef. All other colour classes

coral trout P. leopardus (Cortesi et al., 2016; Marshall et al., 2006). The

changed in conspicuousness but remained visible (colour distance >1)

other inputs to the model are background reflectance of typical

to both predatory fishes. Overall, however, it appears that yellow and

healthy and bleached coral and the light available on the reef at 5 m

orange coloured fishes are predicted to be more vulnerable to preda-

depth. It assumes the predator's view is from relatively close to the

tion during bleaching events due to their increased conspicuousness

prey so that intervening water attenuation is ignored in this instance.

when seen against bleached coral. As noted, this is because, in chro-

The contrast of the various reef-fish colours against both bleached

matic terms at least, the colours of healthy and bleached corals differ

and healthy reef was calculated as a chromatic distance on the scale

most beyond 500 nm in the spectrum (Figures 3, 7 and 15).

of just noticeable differences (JNDs) using the Vorobyev Osorio

Behavioural experimentation in an aquarium, using the predatory

model, now the accepted standard for such comparisons (Vorobyev

P. fuscus, and two damselfish species P. moluccensis and D. aruanus as
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prey, confirms this general conclusion. Prey viewed by the predator

direct effect of temperature on reef-fish vision comes from a study on

against a bleached-white coral background were more heavily pre-

the sea bass, Dicentrarchus labrax (L. 1758), that indicated a change in

dated upon than prey viewed against a natural coral background

amount and distribution of lipids and rhodopsin messenger (m)RNA in

(Coker et al., 2009). Pomacentrus moluccensis is yellow (similar to P.

the retina, potentially affecting visual function (Bouaziz et al., 2017).

ambionensis shown in Figure 11) and fits with our prediction. Dascyllus

As noted above, fish visual systems are remarkably plastic and

aruanus relies on the more complex forms of disruptive camouflage

can adapt over short timescales in terms of, for example, spectral sen-

discussed above, using black and white colouring that may not

sitivities. This apparent adaptation, of course, is not evolution and it

increase in conspicuousness chromatically but more as an intensity

would be a mistake to assume that rapid changes in visual pigment

pattern against a mostly white background would. This demonstrates

expression level, for example, represents a long-term solution to envi-

the limitations of such chromatic models. They not only ignore inten-

ronmental change. In common with all animals, fishes also rely on sev-

sity, colour patterns and their combinations with background and

eral sensory systems for survival and often use a combination of these

within the fishes are also ignored (Figure 3).

senses to optimize specific tasks such as selecting the right habitat or

Another recent study found that mesopredators shifted their con-

avoiding predators (Huijbers et al., 2012; Lecchini et al., 2005; McCor-

sumption of preferred prey species from a pelagic, largely white dam-

mick

selfish species Chromis nitida (Whitley 1928) to benthic damselfishes,

A. polyacanthus, for example, sensory compensation allows it to rely

such as the yellow–UV yellow P. moluccensis and the brown Pomacentrus wardi Whitley 1927 (Hempson et al., 2017). The alteration in prey
consumption was explained by the change in prey availability due to
various disturbances, which ultimately resulted in reduced coral cover.

&

Manassa,

2008).

When

vision

is

compromised

in

more on chemical stimuli in a predatory situation (Leahy et al., 2011).
Again however, this should be viewed as a short-term workaround
with possible unforeseen consequences, rather than an adaptive
solution.

Our results also fit with these results, at least initially while the reef
remains white or pale due to bleaching and add an additional potential
reason for the shift in prey preference. It is worth noting that a

5 | CONC LU SION

bleached or pale reef may not remain that way for long. Coral either
recovers colour through re-growing its algal symbiont or, if the coral

The colours and colour diversity of fishes, both on the reef and else-

dies, its white skeleton is rapidly colonized with brown green coloured

where, are astonishing, beautiful and have multiple functions. The fish

macro-algae. Future research on human effects on fishes should con-

on the slab just before preparation to eat bears little resemblance to

sider the effect of habitat colour changes on the visibility of its inhabi-

the peacock-like flamboyance of many fishes in their natural world.

tants to relevant observers.

Because water is not our habitat, we (especially those of us who

As discussed above (Figures 5 and 7), fishes themselves may

would not usually read this journal) often forget or ignore what goes

change colour in response to a number of factors and several reef

on below the surface. Colour vision underwater is also remarkably

fishes can whiten to some extent to match a bleaching reef better. In

diverse, more so than on land. The diversity of light environments and

the time-scale of reef bleaching, this can happen rapidly in seconds or

apparently behavioural needs underwater has driven multiple solu-

minutes or over the course of several days. Perhaps the most dramatic

tions in colour sense but with the added complexity of remarkable

example of this among recent observations are the frogfish Antennar-

plasticity on a number of timescales. The resulting mix of colour and

ius maculatus (Desjardins 1840) that match their local microhabitat so

colour vision types is often hard to interpret. This is particularly nota-

well and have been observed in white matching/disruptive/object

ble in light of the recent explosion in genetic techniques suggesting

matching garb against white reef (Grimsditch et al., 2017).

even more diversity in both number and placement of spectral sensitivities. The actual functional colour system a fish ends up with and

4.2 | Central nervous system changes

why, needs careful consideration. Our natural desire to pigeonhole

The physical and chemical properties of water may have a direct

and assume tight co-evolution between colour and colour vision falls

effect on the visual functions of an individual through physiological

apart for many good reasons.

stress. Increase in temperature, ocean acidification (increased CO2)

Also falling apart are many of the underwater environments that

and chemical pollution [e.g., pesticides, polychlorinated biphenyls

we visit as well as those we do not. Less than half of coral-reef sys-

(PCB), Polybutylene-succinate-co-adipate (PBSa), waste, oil] is known

tems exist now in anything close to their original state (Beyer et al.,

to be significant. Ocean acidification, for example, was shown to slow

2018). Many contain sad depauperate rubble and algal-dominated

retinal function of the spiny damselfish Acanthochromis polyacanthus

habitats with relatively few fish species remaining. The anthropogenic

(Bleeker 1855), therefore, potentially affecting its reaction to fast

change, highlighted in this special edition, takes us back to the fishes

events such as predatory attacks (Chung et al., 2014). It is also known

on the slab. Coral reefs, the focus of this chapter, are the densest hab-

to reduce the anti-predator response of P. amboinensis by impairing

itat on earth in terms of species diversity and ecotype. It is this abun-

the visual recognition of their predator P. fuscus (Ferrari et al., 2012;

dance of life packed in together that is the main driver of the colour

Lönnstedt et al., 2013). Exposure to agricultural pesticides was found

and colour vision diversity we enjoy. With over one in four of all fishes

to impair visual lateralization of convict surgeonfish larvae Acanthurus

in the ocean passing through a reef at some life stage, they are clearly

triostegus (L. 1758), a function important for the survival and recruit-

pivotal for the whole ocean and the life it supports. Part of that life, at

ment process of the larvae on the reef (Besson et al., 2017a,b). The

the moment at least, are humans and our fishes on the slab. As we
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continue to kill the colour, we are also killing ourselves and it is longpast the time to stop.
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